that the vessel was properly manned according to its COL f''46 U.S. Code §8104(e)(1)(A). tlJNVIC 1-69]
Leon claimed the exhaustion and stress generated by his excessive work hours caused the first time onset of his
diabetes, aggravation of his pre-existing ulcerative colitis. As a result of his illnesses contracted aboard Morrison's
vessel, Chief Engineer Manderson sought maintenance and cure from Chet Morrison. However, Chet Morrison

instead terminated his group health insurance, demanded that Manderson reimburse the companv for two
previous months of health insurance premium payments. and refused to pav his maintenance and cure as
required by law. (IJ This treatment gives our mariners an exposure to the tactics used by Chet Morrison and a
number of other substandard maritime employers who prey on our mariners. It certainly is not the first case like
this that our Association encountered as recited in our most widely read reports.<Il (''Refer to NMA Reports #R344-A, Rev. 1; #R-344-B; and #R-202, Rev. 4.]
Ironically, Manderson's exhaustion-generated health problems probably saved his life from the fatal
unseaworthiness of this dilapidated dive boat before the vessel itself took what turned out to be "its final dive" on
Mar. 12, 2008, six weeks after Leon was admitted to the hospital (at his own expense). On that date, the MN
Jillian Morrison's engineroom was engulfed in a tremendous gas explosion that killed the vessel's engineer, two
other persons, and causing the boat to sink off the Louisiana coast.
Leon's case was tried before the District Court in a bench trial (i.e., without a jury) on May 24-25, 2010. The
District Court denied Manderson's claims against Chet Morrison for Jones Act negligence and unseaworthiness.
However, Judge Haik did find that Chet Morrison Contractors (CMC) arbitrarily and capriciously denied Leon's
maintenance and cure and awarded him "maintenance and cure" that, several years after the fact, helped to cover
well over $100,000 of medical expenses that were required to keep him alive. In fact, as discussed with his
attorney, Leon's appearance in the courtroom to testify in this trial remained in doubt until the last moment as a
result of the seriousness of his illnesses. CMC would appeal that their actions in handling Manderson's claims
were not "arbitrary and capricious."

Manderson Presented Eight "Reversible Errors" for Review on Appeal.
Attorney Mark Ross presented the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal in New Orleans with these issues to decide

on appeal ....

• Error #1. Whether the District Court was clearly erroneous in finding that appellant Leon Manderson, failed to
provide any evidence, including "objective" evidence that Chet Morrison routinely worked Leon Manderson 16 to
20 hours a day, without relief, in violation of federal manning and work hour limitation statutes.

• Error #2.

Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in holding crewmen like appellant Leon
Manderson ultimately responsible for setting their own work and rest schedules

• Error #3. Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in fmding that 46 CFR § 15. 1111 (g)), which directs
a vessel master's duty to establish watch schedules, did not apply to Chet Morrison's dive vessel.
• Error #4. Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in finding that Leon Manderson failed to prove that Chet
Morrison violated 46 CFR §15.1103(c)), which prohibited Morrison from transferring untrained deck personnel to the
engineroom, because Manderson supposedly failed to prove his actual work hours, an unrelated issue.

• Error #5. Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in holding that Leon Manderson, was contributorily
negligent and/or assumed the risk in working excessive hours given Chet Morrison's acknowledged statutory
violations of federal manning and work hour limitation statutes.

• Error #6. Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in failing to fmd that Chet Morrison's violation of
its COl and multiple manning and work hours statutes, together with plaintiffs medical evidence proving
causation, shifted to Chet Morrison the burden to show that the violations could not have caused or exacerbated
appellant Leon Manderson's injuries.
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• Error #7. Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in failing to fmd Chet Morrison's vessel
unseaworthy.

• Error #8. Whether the District Court abused its discretion in denying (recovering certain costs involved in trying
the case) to Mr. Manderson pursuant to Federal Rule. of Civil Procedure 54( d) upon no other ground than the
District Court's erroneous conclusion that it is within its unbounded discretion to do so.
Summary of Chief Engineer Manderson's Appeal
The District Court was clearly erroneous in failing to be aware ofeye-witness testimony and Chet Morrison's
stipulations that Mr. Manderson worked an average of16 to 18 hours a day without adequate relief.
The District Court erred as a matter of law in holding that Mr. Manderson and the MN Jillian Morrison's crew
had the legal obligation to set their own work schedules in the face of federal statutes placing that duty upon the
vessel's master.
The District Court erred as a matter of law in holding Chet Morrison could not know it failed to properly man its
own vessel unless Mr. Manderson told them of the manning shortage.
The District Court erred as a matter of law in holding Mr. Manderson was 100% negligent and assumed the risk
of working excessive hours. No Jones Act seaman can assume the risks of his employment. Additionally, Mr.
Manderson cannot be found contributorily negligent in the face of Chet Morrison's numerous statutory violations.
In like manner, the District Court erred as a matter of law in finding that 46 CFR §15.1lll(g), which directs a
vessel master's duty to "post watch schedules where they are easily accessible found it was not ''practical within
this industry (or masters of vessels manned with such a small crew to post a rest schedule." In addition, the
former Coast Guard Commander who was CMC's expert on Coast Guard regulations testified: as a chief and
licensed engineer, Manderson was ultimately responsible for ensuring he got enough rest. And Captain Plain,
who served with Manderson aboard the Jillian Morrison testified: Manderson set his own hours; he never observed
Manderson working more than 12 hours per shift; and Manderson never complained about his work scheduleY>
1
( JAppea/ transcript, pgs. 6, 7.}
[NMA Comment: It is not hard to understand that if a Master is not concerned about posting a watch
schedule required by regulations, such an officer would not be concerned about the work hours performed
by an engineer working several decks below as long as he kept the vessel running. However, the loose
concept of being on 24-hour call is in direct conflict With the NTSB's concern for developing scientifically
based hours of service regulations, Crew Endurance Management, and international treaty obligations
under STCW for vessels operating in international waters. We assert that the "on call" concept deserves the
attention of Congress since it has been overlooked by Coast Guard regulators.]
The District Court erred as a matter of law in finding that Leon Manderson failed to prove that Chet Morrison
violated 46 CFR § 15.11 03(c), which prohibited Chet Morrison from transferring untrained deck personnel to the
engine room, because Manderson supposedly failed to prove his actual work hours. Proof that Chet Morrison
violated the regulation is not contingent upon showing excessive work hours by Leon Manderson, but instead that
Chet Morrison transferred untrained deck personnel to the engineroom.
The District Court also erred as a matter of law in failing to find Chet Morrison violated 46 U.S. Code
§8104(e)(l)(A), which prohibits assigning deck crew to the engineroom. The District Court was further clearly
erroneous in failing to recognize that Chet Morrison's assignment of untrained deck personnel to engine room duty
is objective evidence that the vessel, and specifically the engine department, is undermanned.
The District Court erred as a matter of law in failing to fmd the MN Jillian Morrison unseaworthy since it was
undermanned in violation of the vessel's COl, as well as multiple federal manning and work hour statutes. Chet
Morrison's violation of numerous manning and work hour statutes, coupled with the largely uncontradicted medical
evidence establishing a causal relationship between Leon Manderson's shipboard work schedule and his injuries,
proved the vessel's unseaworthiness.
In like manner, the District Court erred as a matter of law in failing to shift to Chet Morrison the burden of
showing its many statutory violations did not cause or contribute to Chief Engineer Manderson's injuries, a burden
Chet Morrison never met.
Finally, the District Court abused its discretion in denying Mr. Manderson costs pursuant to FRCP 54(d). The
District Court erred in failing to recognize that Mr. Manderson, as the prevailing party, is presumed to be entitled to
an award of court costs. The District Court's decision to deny court costs must be grounded on some basis other
than the District Court's unfettered discretion.
Given the forgoing, we believe the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal should have reversed the District Court's

.) .

failure to find Chet Morrison liable for Mr. Manderson's injuries and remand the case to the District Court to
determine Mr. Manderson's damages. Unfortunately, the Appeals Court did no such thing!

")
Our Association offers its initial comments to each of these possible "Errors." We re-state each of these errors
based on our experience and a review of all the documents in our possession. We will revise and update this report
as the case proceeds through the appeal process.
NMA VIEWS ON ERROR #1
NMA Re-statement: We believe the District Court erroneously found that Chief Engineer Leon
Manderson, failed to provide any evidence (including "objective evidence") that Chet Morrison
Contractors routinely worked him for 16 to 20 hours a day, without relief, in violation of federal manning
and work hour limitation statutes.

[NMA Comment: We had no trouble finding sufficient evidence in both depositions and testimony and in
court. Why the judge was unable to do this is incomprehensible other than to say that he did not grasp the
implications of the case and its effect on limited-tonnage mariners. For a Federal Judge to ignore so many
laws (and regulations based upon those laws) puts every mariner's health, safety, and welfare at risk and
must not be taken lightly. Our Association is concerned that since the Appeals Court went far beyond this
point in its decision on appeal~ it leaves every mariner who contests anv of the existing hours-of-service
statutes and regulations in the future.]
[NMA Comment: We understand that the Coast Guard was invited to prepare an "Amicus Brief' regarding
their position on the laws and regulations mentioned in this report. We are disappointed that they were
unwilling to commit themselves to explain their interpretations of the laws they are paid by taxpayers to
uphold.]
[NMA Comment: We also express our disappointment in the Coast Guard's Marine Safety Inspections
conducted on the MN JUlian Morrison in the months leading up to her final fatal explosion.]
Testimony of Former Crewmembers
The MN Jillian Morrison was a worn out, converted offshore supply vessel (OSV) whose dilapidated condition
required constant attention. For example, Captain Frank Billiot, an experienced veteran aboard anchor handling
tugs, supply boats, and dive vessels testified that the vessel's sewage system routinely overflowed feces and sewage
(i.e. both "black-" and "gray water) throughout the vessel, including the galley. Captain Billiot told Chet
Morrison's management about the stench and contamination but the company did little if anything to respond to
these conditions. Not only did the vessel's crew have to live with the stench and often inoperable sewage system,
but the employees of the vessel charterer had to endure these unsanitary conditions.
Seaman Jason Giuliani, a ship's clerk who occasionally worked as an engineroom helper aboard the vessel
provided a deposition that was introduced into evidence at trial. Mr. Giuliani first helped clean a major sewage
overflow in April 2007 and recalled that raw sewage filled a 30-foot by 20-foot by 3-foot deep bilge and that
sewage was everywhere. Sewage overflows occurred about once a month, and one overflow took as long as three
days to clean.
Relevant to Leon's claims, Mr. Giuliani testified the unseaworthy sewage system added to Manderson's already
overburdened work schedule. Leon estimated that the unseaworthy sewage system required him to spend an
additional, "two or three or four hours every day," just cleaning the filth.
Leon told Chet Morrison's port engineer, John Brunet, about the defective sewage system as well as the vessel's
numerous other unseaworthy conditions. Leon even gave Mr. Chet Morrison, the company's CEO, a personal guided
tour to underline the desperate need to repair the vessel. However, Mr. Morrison refused to remedy the choking stench
from the sewage overflow up to the time the vessel exploded and sank. Morrison filed a limitation of liability proceeding
the morning of the vessel's explosion in the U.S. District Court in New Orleans.
Howard Leonard is a licensed Chief Engineer, Limited, Any Horsepower. Attorney Mark Ross introduced Mr.
Leonard's deposition testimony into evidence. Mr. Leonard worked for Chet Morrison as a vessel engineer and
temporarily replaced Manderson on an earlier occasion. He described the MN Jillian Morrison as a vessel "of

antiquated vintage" in need of constant attention and should have been retired from service altogether.
Mr. Leonard cited one illustrative incident when a rotten potable water line0 l broke, threatened to pour 40,000
gallons of water into the vessel's and flood its interior. The vessel's captain moved the vessel to safety by pushing
it into the mud to keep it from sinking. (~lour Association spent much time and energy alerting Congress to the
need for closer inspection of vessel potable water systems. Refer to NMA Report #R-395, Rev.3.]
The MIV Jillian Morrison's COl required the vessel to have an automated engineroom system which could be
controlled from the pilothouse. The COl cautioned that the vessel's manning requirements in turn were,
"contingent upon the proper operation of the engineering/automated control /monitoring systems." If the vessel's
so-called "automated" engine room did not function, then the vessel required additional engineroom crewmembers
and the Coast Guard's Officer-in-Charge Marine Inspection was to be notified.
Chief Engineer Leon Manderson asserted that the MIV Jillian Morrison never had a fully operational automated
engineroom system required by the vessel's COl. The vessel, therefore, never complied with the vessel's manning
requirements for a non-automated engineroom equipped vessel. Mr. Manderson recalled that of all the pilothouse
based systems that could comprise an automated engineroom system, only a tachometer worked. Part time
clerk/engine room helper Jason Giuliani described the MIV Jillian Morrison's engineroom operation as "manuaf'
as opposed to "automated."
Former chief engineer Howard Leonard described the vessels alleged automated engineroom system as
"unreliable" and cited the failure of the engineroom's bilge alarm to sound when the vessel almost sank at the
dock. In his deposition transcript he noted a log entry dated Aug. 23, 2007: "Chief notified captain taking on water
in engineroom. No alarm sounded.
Captain Billiot also described one incident illustrating the unseaworthiness of the MIV Jillian Morrison that had
life-threatening consequences. He described shutting down diving operations when the vessel's defective port
anchor chain parted. Nevertheless, the company ordered Captain Billiot to continue diving operations with only
one bow anchor cable in his four-point mooring system deployed. Captain Billiot refused to do so for fear of
killing divers and instead returned to port. In response, the company fired Captain Billiot and he reported this
incident to our Association after his employment was terminated. We directed a lengthy report to the Coast Guard
Marine Safety Unit in Morgan City with much red tape and very little satisfaction.
The MIV JiUian Morrison Operated 24 Hours a day for Weeks at a Time
Former MN Jillian Morrison Captain Frank Billiot testified that dive boats operate 24 hours a day, seven days a
week "until the job is completed." Former ship's clerk Jason Giuliani recounted that work aboard the dive boat
never stopped: "the boat was always operating. It's a 24/7 operation." Chief Manderson explained the MN Jillian
Morrison remained offshore two to six weeks at a time, and while offshore the vessel and Chief Engineer
Manderson worked up to 24 hours a day.
With a large number of divers plus vessel crew on board, Mr. Manderson had numerous duties related to the
divers' operations as well as tending to the vessel's engine room.
Manderson Introduced Evidence of Working 16-20 Hours A Day Without Rest
The District Court found Manderson failed to provide any evidence of his work schedule aboard the MN Jillian
Morrison. The District Court also ruled Manderson failed to introduce evidence showing whether he did or did not
rest 10 hours out of every 24 as mandated by 46 CFR §15.1111(a).
The District Court's fmdings are clearly erroneous. The District Court not only disregarded Mr. Manderson's
uncontradicted testimony, but was apparently unaware of evidence presented by ship's clerk Jason Giuliani,
former enrineer Howard Leonard and former Master Frank Billiot that showed the engineers who served on this
vessel, including Mr. Manderson, routinely worked 16 to 18 hours a day. The uncontradicted evidence also showed
Chet Morrison failed to ensure that Manderson could rest 10 hours out of every 24 hours given the vessel's
chronically undermanned crew.
Former ship's clerk Jason Giuliani recorded the ship's personnel on board and thus was in a unique position to
know that Chet Morrison Contractors made Leon Manderson work alone. 1bis is clear from his transcript that was
entered into evidence. For example, in April 2007, Mr. Giuliani volunteered to assist Leon whenever he could
break away from his job as ship's clerk. Until Mr. Giuliani volunteered to try to help Mr. Manderson as an
untrained "wiper" (i.e., a helper to clean the engineroom) Chet Morrison. "didn't have a position for a wiper or
even a trained oiler on its Certificate of Inspection. The Chief Engineer did the engineering and that was that."
When Jason Giuliani volunteered to assist Leon in the engineroom, Jason had absolutely no sea experience and
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no engineroom experience. The engineroom and other "machinery spaces" on vessels of this type and size are
dangerous places equipped with large electric generators, hydraulic and pneumatic equipment, large propulsion
engines and other rotating equipment. 11 > Leon could not leave Jason alone in an engineroom since he was not qualified
and thus might inadvertently cause, "any number of catastrophic events to affect not only the vessel and its crew but
also the divers as well. However, given Jason Giuliani's lack of experience, Chief Engineer Leon Manderson
remained on call24 hours a day, without a scheduled off-duty period. Consequently, Jason knew, based on his work
with Leon that Manderson averaged at least 16 hours of actual work a day. Jason Giuliani often assisted Leon
Manderson, would go off shift, shower, sleep and then return to work to find Leon was still up and working. In
addition, Jason witnessed occasions on which Leon worked 24 hours or more straight time- all without any kind of
provision for overtime pay for these extra hours. (IJThe danger became evident when the engineroom exploded six
weeks after Leon Manderson left the MIV Jillian Morrison for the last time. Refer to NMA Report #R-428. Rev. I.]
Jason Giuliani, as the ship's clerk, knew that Chet Morrison did not provide Leon Manderson with a minimum
of 10 hours a day rest. Mr. Manderson, as the vessel's licensed Chief Engineer, confllliled that the vessel's Captain
never assigned anyone to assist him who was sufficiently competent or legally qualified to allow Mr. Manderson to
take off 10 hours a day for rest. Mr. Giuliani witnessed and testified to the results of Leon's sleep deprivation when
he would fall asleep while eating in the galley. Given Manderson's lack of any scheduled off-duty time, he tried to
nap in a Zodiac inflatable rescue boat on deck since constant work interruptions made trying to sleep in his own
quarters "pointless."
Even Jason Giuliani's individual and voluntary efforts to help Leon Manderson were frequently interrupted when
the Captain called him back to the pilot house to work as the ship's clerk again for "a week here and two weeks there."
When Jason knew he would be unable to assist in the engineroom, Leon would go back to working like he did before,
by himself. In any instance, Manderson worked on a 24-hour basis without an adequate relief. This was the result of
a failure by the Coast Guard to provide a realistic manning for the engineroom on the vessel's Certificate of Inspection
and the failure of the Master to provide and post a reasonable work schedule. The Master was limited in that the
company failed to provide sufficient trained and qualified crewmembers to operate the vessel properly.
Manderson's Replacement Engineer Also Worked Over 16 Hours a Day
In finding that Chief Engineer Leon Manderson did not present any evidence of his excessive work hours, the
District Court also ignored the deposition testimony ofMr. Howard Leonard. Mr. Leonard is a former licensed
chief engineer.
The MN Jillian Morrison was one of three Chet Morrison vessels Howard worked on. He temporarily replaced
Leon on that vessel on Aug. 16, 2007. Chet Morrison also worked Mr. Leonard, like Manderson, 16 to 18 hour
days on the MIV Jillian Morrison. Mr. Leonard, like Mr. Manderson, was on call 24 hours a day. The vessel's
captain never scheduled Howard's work so that he could receive the 10 hours of rest per day as required by
regulations. Mr. Leonard's work schedule instead was wholly "unpredictable". In addition to not providing for his
required rest, Chet Morrison fired him for his perceived lack of enthusiasm for working 16 to 18 hour days.
Even His Employer Agreed Leon Manderson Worked Alone in the Engineroom
The District Court was clearly erroneous in fmding Manderson failed to provide the Court with evidence
showing whether or not he was adequately relieved of his duties. Objective evidence of Manderson's lack of relief
includes Chet Morrison's stipulations that Manderson worked on a 24 hour a day "on call" basis without any relief.
Chet Morrison in fact made the circular argument that because Chet Morrison did not provide Mr. Manderson
with a relief. no "watch" system existed and Manderson was not entitled to be relieved. In the Court Reporter's
Official Transcript of the Motion Hearing before the judge, Chet Morrison stipulated Manderson remained on call
24 hours a day, which Chet Morrison incorrectly claimed, was "customary." Chet Morrison admitted in open court
that Manderson worked virtually alone for the first five months of his fourteen months employment with Chet
Morrison. Leon presented uncontradicted testimony that whenever Chet Morrison professed to provide Manderson
with an engineroom assistant, such personnel were grossly unqualified. After Mr. Manderson told port engineer
John Brunet and personnel manager Larry Bourg of his average 16 to 18 hour daily work schedule, Chet Morrison
assigned an unlicensed, untrained engineroom "helper" to allegedly assist him.
Mr. Manderson quickly found that his new "assistant" ... "wasn't no oiler. He wasn't no helper." Chet Morrison
replaced their first "helper'' with yet another unlicensed, untrained person whose lack of qualifications limited his
duties to painting the boat.
Dive boats and other service vessels, which lawfully operate in the Gulf of Mexico routinely, employ at least
1
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two engineers so each can work a 12-hour shift with 12 hours off-duty to rest. Captain Frank Billiot testified that in
his 33 years of seamanship he has worked with dive boat companies including Cal-Dive International, Edison
Chouest and Torch Offshore, which employ two or more engineers. Manderson likewise testified that he worked
with other dive companies who relieved him with another qualified engineer. In accord, Howard Leonard
deposition, Chet Morrison chose to keep its vessels undermanned.
The Vessel's Master Told Chet Morrison that MIV Jillian Morrison Undermanned
We believe the District Court was clearly erroneous in fmding that Leon Manderson failed to present any
evidence that Chet Morrison knew it kept the MN Jillian Morrison habitually undermanned and compelled
Manderson to work 16 to 18 or more hours a day. The District Court appeared to be unaware of former captain
Frank Billiot's deposition and direct testimony. Captain Billiot determined after his first 28-day shift that the vessel
was undermanned by at least one mate, one engineer and one designated engineer trainee (DET). Captain Billiot
told Chet Morrison personnel manager Larry Bourg that the vessel was short one mate, a galley hand, one engineer
and a DET - persons he believed were necessary for the vessel to perform its assignments. Mr. Manderson
likewise told Chet Morrison personnel manager Larry Bourg and port captain John Brunet that he worked 16 to 18
hour days and needed relief. It is noteworthy that Chet Morrison did not call either Mr. Bourg or Mr. Brunet as
witnesses at trial.
Chet Morrison Did Not Keep Time Records for its Engineers
If the District Court's reasons for their judgment demand for "objective evidence" includes time records, they
were clearly erroneous in fmding Manderson failed to present any evidence, including "objective" evidence, of his
excessive work load aboard MN Jillian Morrison. If the District Court's reference to "objective" evidence means
written time records, Chet Morrison stipulated that it did not keep time records. In fact, this is a perfect example
of why our Association fought for years to inform Congress of the need to require "official logbooks" on all
inspected vessels - that fmally was recognized by amending logbook requirements in §607 of the Coast Guard
Authorization Act of 2010.<•> Yet if engineers are allowed to serve on an "on call" basis rather than to stand a

regular "watch" assigned bv the vessel's Master, this amendment mav become meaningless in the eventual goal
o(providing engine room personnel with scientifically based hours-of-service. f'l 46 U.S. Code§ 11304.]
Chet Morrison at first (alselv represented that it supposedly kept time records (or Manderson and other
engineers on the MN Jillian Morrison. Morrison initially claimed that Leon Manderson and other engineers were
supposedly obligated to document their actual work hours in logs which Chet Morrison promised to bring to trial,
guaranteeing, in the Court Reporter's official transcript that: "[T]he logs do exist." Chet Morrison initially claimed
Mr. Manderson failed to fill in time records as the Chief Engineer plaintiff was responsible for completing the
Engineer's log on a daily basis despite this fact that Leon admitted that he did not enter the number ofhours he
worked into his logs. In reality. Morrison never kept time records for its engineers. Former Chet Morrison
engineer Howard Leonard testified that Chet Morrison never asked him to fill out time sheets. In addition, no one
with Chet Morrison ever showed Mr. Leonard a time sheet he had to fill out. Nor did Chet Morrison ever
reprimand Mr. Leonard for supposedly failing to fill out time sheets. In fact, no one with Chet Morrison ever
mentioned the subject oftime sheets to Mr. Leonard, including three different Chet Morrison vessel captains.

Furthermore. Chet Morrison displayed a shocking ignorance of what records it did maintain. For example,
they denied the existence of captain's rough logs until Leon Manderson proved their existence during a hearing
on his "Motion to Compel" before the Magistrate Judge Mildred Methvin during which the judge debated
whether she should cross-examine Chet Morrison personally on what records his company did or did not have.
As it was, Magistrate Judge Methvin sanctioned Chet Morrison for its bad faith and overall "strange answers" to
Mr. Manderson's discovery. Subsequently, through his attorney, Mr. Manderson filed a "Motion for Application of
an Adverse Inference" against Chet Morrison for its persistent misrepresentation that Chet Morrison engineers
either kept or were supposed to keep detailed records of their work time.
In response, Chet Morrison changed course and claimed it never said its engineers kept time records: In fact,
Chet Morrison never maintained that it required its engineers to record the number of hours that they worked, nor
has it ever claimed that it. If the District Court's reference to "objective evidence" is to written time records, no
such records ever existed.
Undermanning a Vessel Violate its COl and Provides "Objective Evidence" of Excessive Work Hours
The District Court was clearly erroneous in finding that such statutory violations supposedly played no role in
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Manderson's Herculean work schedule. As a matter of fact in finding that Chet Morrison violated its Coast Guard
Certificate of Inspection by sailing without one of its two required Mates aboard the vessel, this was a statutory violation.
The District Court reasoned that since Manderson ••claims that only the improper manning of the engine room
caused his injuries, not the manning of the deck", Chet Morrison's decision to sail a mate short was of no
importance. Leon Manderson testified his work was not limited to the engine room. His work on a dive vessel
with 32 or more divers required him to work on dive related equipment above decks, including the divers' "hot
water machine ... air compressor machine for jetting, the jet pump." Mr. Manderson related that with 24 hour a day
dive operations, he had to constantly monitor a deck crane, air compressors and dive compressors. In fact, the
presence of a carefully supervised mate could have assisted Mr. Manderson.
Ship's clerk Jason Giuliani, who normally worked in the pilothouse, tried to assist Chief Engineer Manderson to
the extent allowed by his lack of training and experience. However, the vessel's captain often called Giuliani back
to work as ship's clerk in the pilothouse, leaving Leon to work alone again. Mr. Giuliani's transcript provides an
illustration of how too few deck personnel impacted Leon's access to even untrained help.
When Captain Frank Billiot told Chet Morrison personnel manager Larry Bourg that the MN lillian Morrison
was undermanned by one mate according to its posted Certificate of Inspection and one engineer, among other
deficiencies, Bourg told Captain Billiot to use Able Seamen from the deck department. However, Captain Billiot
correctly refused to assign his Able Seaman to the engineroom, because Captain Billiot needed the AB to act as
lookout in the pilot house- as required by the Rules of the Road.<' 1· Furthermore, Chet Morrison's violation of the
vessel's Certificate of Inspection also violates law and regulation<2J that forbid Chet Morrison from sailing without
the minimum complement specified in the vessel's COL The District Court's conclusion that Chet Morrison's
violation of its vessel's COl manning requirements, "is of no moment to the case at hand," is deficient. f 1l 33 CFR
§83.05. 11J46 CFR. §15.515(a) and 46 U.S. Code §8JOJ(d).]
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Manderson's Medical Evidence Provides the Causal Link Between his Work Schedule and his Injuries.
Mr. Manderson required hospitalization for exacerbated ulcerative colitis on Jan. 24, 2008, that subsequently
required removal of his entire colon a year later. Attorney Mark Ross obtained depositions from four highly
qualified medical experts who supported the medical causation between Leon's non-stop work schedule and
exacerbation of his ulcerative colitis as well as diabetes. We summarize key items from of their deposition that are
believe are important for all of our mariners to be aware of as follows:
• Working on an exhausting 24 hour a day basis is a specific stressor that would cause a flare up of ulcerative colitis.
• Exhaustion is a "profound physical stressor." If a person with pre-existing ulcerative colitis worked on call 24
hours a day for months on end, these working conditions create a "stressful situation" known to increase flare-ups
of the condition.
• Stress generated by such an extreme work schedule more than likely aggravated the illness.
• Stress can alter the course of a number of diseases including ulcerative colitis. The irritable bowel syndrome is a
disease known for its direct relationship to stress. Patients can very often connect situational difficulties with
their symptoms.
• During stress a number of hormones are produced. The most important hormone are the steroids produced in the
adrenal glands and the other hormones, like the growth hormones that can stimulate the body to become
increasingly more inflamed. Hormonal theory is reasonably well established.
• Stress generated by working 16 to 20 hours a day for weeks on end would aggravate ulcerative colitis, as well as
any other malady from which he suffered: "In my opinion, yes, stress can alter the course of most illnesses.
Certainly, specifically, the ones Mr. Manderson had."
• Sleep deprivation from a 24 hour a day on-call schedule with at best broken up, sporadic opportunities to rest is a
definite stressor likely to exacerbate pre-existing ulcerative colitis: The lack of a regulated, well-entrained sleepwake schedule leads to sleep restriction, would exacerbate underlying ulcerative colitis.
Mr. Manderson also introduced largely uncontradicted medical evidence that the 24-hour a day on call schedule
Chet Morrison imposed upon him caused or contributed to the first time onset of his Type ll diabetes mellitus.
• The stress of insufficient sleep, inadequate sleep, and a cumulative sleep debt were a major risk factor for the
unmasking of diabetes. Although Leon had a family history that may have put his baseline at a higher risk for
diabetes. The timing of the diagnosis for the onset of diabetes strongly suggests that the sleep restrictions he
underwent on the job presented a contributing factor.
• When asked whether a causal correlation existed between Mr. Manderson's 24 hour a day on call work schedule,
average daily working hours of 16 to 18 hours, plaintiffs sporadic sleep opportunities and the January 2008 onset
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of Manderson's diabetes, the fourth medical expert witness emphatically replied "yes": The lack of sleep can
cause insulin resistance. It can cause cortisone release, which can cause elevated sugar. Cortisone release that is
much higher than nonnalleads to decreased blood sugar. Sleep deprivation causes hormonal changes that leads
to diabetes: Increased abdominal fat is one of the main criteria for insulin or one of the main acquired or ways in
which one can acquire insulin resistance. Sleep deprivation contributed to Mr. Manderson's diabetes: The expert
on diabetes would not permit Leon to return to work offshore given the risk of a loss of consciousness from
hvpoglycemic shock. This. among other medical (actors ended Leon's career.
Employer's Medical Expert Did Not Effectively Oppose Manderson's Experts and Treating Physicians
Chet Morrison medical expert conceded that he lacked the training, expertise or knowledge to rebut Mr.
Manderson's case on medical causation and specifically had no expertise concerning sleep deprivation. For
example, he did not know the five stages of sleep and deferred to Leon's sleep specialist concerning how sleep
affects a multitude of bodily functions. Morrison's expert agreed with Mr. Manderson's experts that the physical
stress generated by, "sleep deprivation, working sixteen, eighteen hours a day, day after day", can exacerbate
ulcerative colitis. He agreed with Mr. Manderson's medical experts that stress obviously would have contributed to
a flare-up of the disease. He stated if a patient sought treatment for diabetes he would have to refer him to a
diabetologist or an endocrinologist and admitted he is not qualified to comment on any association between chronic
insufficient sleep and diabetes. Further, Morrison's expert deferred to Manderson's diabetes doctor on whether
sleep deprivation is a contributing factor to Type II diabetes. Consequently, Manderson's medical causation
evidence was not rebutted by Chet Morrison.
NMA VIEWS ON ERROR #2
NMA Re-statement: We believe the District Court erred as a matter oflaw in holding that crewmen like
Chief Engineer Leon Manderson ultimately are responsible for setting their own work and rest schedules.
[NMA Comment: 46 CFR §15.705 states in part: "Title 46 U.S.C. 8104 is the law applicable to the
establishment of watches aboard certain U.S. vessels. The establishment of adequate watches is the
responsibility ofthe vessel's Master."]
The District Court in its "Reasons for Judgment erred as a matter of law in holding Jones Act seamen like Mr.
Manderson ultimately responsible to rest as they saw needed. 46 CFR §15.705 titled,"Watches" states simply:
"The establishment of watches is the responsibility of the vessel's Master." 46 CFR §15.1109 directs the vessel's
Master, to "ensure observance of the principles concerning watchkeeping ... " 46 CFR § 15.1lll(g) states: "The
Master shall post watch schedules where they are easily accessible. They must cover each affected member of the
crew and must take into account the rest requirements of this section as well as port rotations and changes in the
vessel's itinerary."
The District Courts holding contradicts federal statutes, interpreted by Coast Guard regulations which,
consistent with centuries of maritime law, hold the vessel's Master responsible for setting watches. The District
Court's decision invites chaos aboard any ship on which each crewmember, from galley hand to Mate, interprets
work hour statutes, "to rest as they saw needed." Unfortunately, this decision was affirmed by the Court of
Appeals.
The District Court's opinion further suggests that Mr. Manderson, for unexplained reasons, was supposedly
determined not to rest and would have refused commands to do so: "The Court cannot assume that the posting of a
watch schedule would have compelled the plaintiff to rest more."
The Court in The DENALI case in 1939 took a far more realistic look at a claim that a vessel's Mates
"customarily" and "voluntarily" served additional watches out of alleged love for their employer:
This is surprising testimony. Knowing something of the modem sailor and the watchfulness of corporate
managers over their labor costs, this maritime court wonders how long the second and third mates would have held
their jobs if they failed "customarily" and "voluntarily'' to violate the provisions of this safety statute and ... serve
over its required time.
In accord, the 1954 Bradt vs. United States case held concerning the destroyed health of that sleep-deprived
vessel engineer, that "The duty of ship owners to seamen, who are wards of admiralty, is not so lightly discarded
by ... a willingness to continue with his tasks."
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The District Court erred as a matter of law in holding that since crewmembers like Mr. Manderson supposedly
assumed the responsibility for setting their own watches, Mr. Manderson and other crewmembers likewise assumed
the risk of u(ailing" to rest as they saw needed. The District Court's finding that Manderson allegedly "assumed
the risk" of his employment is a defense Congress eliminated in 1939. In 1958, the U.S. Supreme Court in Kernan
v. American Dredging Co., explained that "assumption of the risk" is not a defense in Jones Act cases: First,
Section 4 relates entirely to the defense of assumption of risk, abolishing this defense where the injury was caused
by the employer's negligence or by violation ... of any statute enacted for the safety of employees.
NMA VIEWS ON ERROR #3
NMA Re-statement: We believe the District Court erred as a matter of law in finding that 46 CFR.
§lS.llll(g), that directs a vessel Master to establish watch schedules on his vessel, did mH. apply to Chet
Morrison's dive vessel.
The District Court held it did not find it practical, "within this industry for Masters of vessels manned with such
a small crew to post a schedule", setting watches for the crew. Unfortunately, this decision also was affirmed bv
the Court o(Appeals.
In 46 CFR § 15.1111 (g) actually provides that a vessel's master, "shall post watch schedules where they are
easily accessible."
The District Court's conclusion that dive vessels are exempt from 46 C.P.R. 15.1111(g) is erroneous as a matter of
law and ironic as a matter of fact. The MIV Jillian Morrison had a usma/1 crew" since, amonr other thinrs. the
vessel sailed one mate short in violation o(the vessel's COl- a very significant (act in lit:ht o(the large number
ofpassengers it was carrying and that the vessel was in continuous 24-hour service.
Although Steward's Department personnel generally are not specified on a vessel's COl, fanner Captain Frank
Billiot also detennined as a practical matter that the vessel lacked a galley hand necessary to provide support for the
cook. The cook was expected to provide food service and regular meals not only for the vessel's crew but also for
up to 32 additional "industrial personnel" carried aboard the vessel for various work projects carried out on behalf
of its charterers.11 l f'' Refer to NMA Report #R-455, Rev. 3.]
The District Court's exemption of Chet Morrison from 46 CFR § 15.1111 (g) is nothing less than a reward for
refusing to lawfully man its vessel is a clear legal error. Unfortunately, this decision as well was affirmed bv the
Court o(Appeals.
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46 CFR §15.1111 Work hours and rest periods.
(a) Each person assigned duty as an officer in charge of a navigational or engineering watch, or duty as a rating forming
part of a navigational or engineering watch, on board any vessel that operates beyond the Boundary Line shall receive a
minimum of 10 hours of rest in any 24-hour period.
(b) The hours of rest required under paragraph (a) of this section may be divided into no more than two periods, of which one
must be at least 6 hours in length.
(c) The requirements of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section need not be maintained in the case of an emergency or drill or in
other oveniding operational conditions.
(d) The minimum period of 10 hours of rest required under paragraph (a) of this section may be reduced to not Jess than 6
consecutive hours as long as( 1) No reduction extends beyond 2 days; and
(2) Not Jess than 70 hours of rest are provided each 7-day period.
(e) The minimum period of rest required under paragraph (a) of this section may not be devoted to watch keeping or other duties.
(f) Watchkeeping personnel remain subject to the work-hour limits in 46 U.S.C. 8104 and to the conditions when crewmembers
may be required to work.
(g) The Master shall post watch schedules where they are easily accessible. They must cover each affected member of the
crew and must take into account the rest requirements of this section as well as port rotations and changes in the vessel's
itinerary. [CGD 95-062, 62 FR 34539. June 26, 1997, as amended by USCG-2006-24371, 74 FR 11263, Mar. 16, 2009]
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NMA VIEWS ON ERROR #4
NMA Re-statement: We believe the District Court erred as a matter of law in finding that Leon
Manderson failed to prove that Chet Morrison violated 46 CFR §15.1103(c) that prohibited Morrison from
transferring untrained deck personnel to perform engineroom duties, because Manderson supposedly
failed to prove his actual work hours. The two issues are unrelated.

The District Court found Mr. Manderson failed to prove whether he was adequately relieved by a competent
replacement as the MN Jillian Morrison's engineer.
The District Court held if Mr. Manderson had proved his work hours, the District Court may then have found Chet
Morrison violated "46 CFR §15.11 03(c)" which states: Unfortunately, this was affinned bv the Court ofAppeals.
46 CFR §15.1103(c) Employment and service within the restrictions of an STCW endorsement or of a certificate of
training.
(c) On board a seagoing vessel driven by main propulsion machinery of 750 kW [1,000 hp] propulsion power or more, no person
may employ or engage any person to serve, and no person may serve, in a rating forming part of a watch in a manned engineroom, nor may any person be designated to perform duties in a periodically unmanned engine-room, except for training or for
the performance of duties of an unskilled nature, unless the person serving holds an appropriate, valid STCW certificate or
endorsement issued in accordance with part 12 of this chapter. [CGD 95-062, 62 FR 34539, June 26, 1997, as amended by
USCG-1999-5610, 67 FR 55069, Oct. 30, 2002; USCG-200~18884, 69 FR 58344, Sept. 30, 2004; USCG-2006-24371, 74 FR
11263, Mar. 16, 2009]

Mr. Manderson need not prove his actual hours worked to show Chet Morrison violated 46CFR §15.1103(c) by
burdening him with untrained Able Seamen, a ship's clerk or laborers who are not engineer officers or engineer
ratings. Mr. Manderson, former Captain Frank Billiot, and former ship's clerk Jason Giuliani presented
uncontradicted testimony that Chet Morrison insisted Mr. Manderson accept unskilled and unqualified deck crew
as his "relief'.
Chet Morrison's assignment of untrained deck personnel to the engine room also violates 46 U.S. Code
§ 81 04(e)( 1)(A), which prohibited Chet Morrison from assigning seaman from working alternatively in the deck and
engineroom departments.
Nothing in the language of either the regulation or statute conditions the statutes' application upon proof Mr.
Manderson worked excessive hours. On the contrary, the District Court failed to appreciate that Morrison's
unlawful assignment of unlicensed Able Seamen and other untrained personnel to the engine room is objective
evidence the MN Jillian Morrison was undermanned, that Chet Morrison failed to provide Mr. Manderson with
adequate, trained, and qualified relief and, as a result, Mr. Manderson worked excessive hours in violation of 46
CFR §15.1111(a).
NMA VIEWS ON ERROR #5
NMA Re-statement: We believe the District Court erred as a matter of law in holding that Leon Manderson
was contributorily neelieent and/or that he assumed the risk in workine excessive hours regardless of Chet
Morrison's acknowledged violations offederal manning and work hour limitation statutes.
Legal citations from similar maritime lawsuits provided by Attorney Mark L. Ross concluded that Chet
Morrison's relentless violation of work hours and manning statutes as well as Chet Morrison's refusal to follow
U.S. Coast Guard regulations designed to provide for the safety of seamen all reflect negligence by themselves Ml
se, i.e., without reference to other facts in the case. In other maritime cases, for example, it was decided that. ..
• Violation of 12 Hour Rule for tug pilots contributing cause of collision.
• Plaintiffs fatigue was a substantial factor in causing the plaintiff to fall overboard and drown.
•The strain of being on call often twenty-four hours a day was very stressful" and led to a stroke.
• Unshared strains, the innumerable equipment breakdowns, the interrupted sleep ... all contributed to a vessel
engineer's tubercular condition.
• Excessive hours worked by vessel engineer caused a pulmonary embolism, and "constitute a patent violation of
the Jones Act ... "
• Defendant's failure to follow U.S. Coast Guard regulations on the use of respirators is negligence per se.
• Absence of U.S. Coast Guard required line throwing device to rescue drowning crewman negligence per se.
• Violation of Coast Guard regulations requiring hand guards aboard fishing boat negligence per se.
The Jones Act expressly grants to seamen the rights and remedies available to railroad workers under the
Federal Employers' Liability Act (FELA). 45 U.S. Code §53 of FELA declares that the alleged contributory
negligence of an emplovee is disrertzrded where the violation of a safety statute contributes to the emplovee's
iniuries or death. The District Court's conclusion that Leon Manderson is 100% responsible for his own injuries
by "negligently" remaining on cal124 hours a day is erroneous as a matter oflaw.
Contrary to the District Court's rulings, the manning of the MJV Jillian Morrison and setting of watches is a
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responsibility controlled by the ship's owner or master under several federal statutes. The District Court was clearly
erroneous as a matter of law in holding Mr. Manderson 100% comparatively negligent for "overworking" as a result of
the vessel's undermanned crew, dearth of qualified, licensed engine room personnel and unlawful work schedules.
Unfortunately, the Court ofAppeals affinned the District Court's decision.
NMA VIEWS ON ERROR #6
NMA Re-statement: We believe the District Court erred as a matter of law in failing to find that Chet
Morrison's repeated violation of numerous manning and work hours statutes, together with Manderson's
medical evidence that proved causation, shifted the burden of proof to Chet Morrison to show that the
violations could NOT have caused or exacerbated plaintiff's injuries.
The District Court erred as a matter of law in failing to find that Chet Morrison's multiple work hour and
manning statutory violations, coupled with Leon Manderson's overwhelming evidence on medical causation,
shifted the burden of proof to show its numerous statutory violations could not have caused or exacerbated Mr.
Manderson's injuries.
Mr. Manderson proved through largely uncontradicted medical evidence by medical experts that the 24 hour a
day unrelieved, on-call work schedule Chet Morrison imposed upon him caused and/or contributed to the
aggravation of his pre-existing ulcerative colitis and the first time onset of his diabetes mellitus II.
The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal previously held<'l that the proof necessary to show medical causation between
Chet Morrison's multiple acts of negligence and Mr. Manderson's injuries is slight. A Jones Act seaman is entitled
to recovery under the Jones Act if he adduced probative evidence that the company's negligence played any part
however small in the development of his condition. The Court added that whether a Jones Act seaman's evidence
of a causal nexus between his employer's negligence and the injury at issue "preponderates is irrelevant". Rather,
the test is whether the Jones Act seaman "proffered some evidence of such a nexus, and that is all that is required
to survive appellate review ... " fi)Davis v. Odeco, Inc.]
In other cases( I) this Court held a Jones Act employer's negligence need not be the sole proximate cause of an
injury, "but may merely be a contributing cause". Chet Morrison is liable to Leon Manderson if Morrison's
"negligence played any part, even the slightest, in producing the injury for which damages are sought." [('>Reyes v.
Vantage Steamship Company, Inc. and Gautreaux v. Scurlock Marine, Inc.]
Chet Morrison's persistent violation of work hours and manning statutes, as well as the vessel's Certificate of
Inspection should have shifted the burden to Morrison the burden to show the violations could not have caused or
exacerbated Leon Manderson's health problems and total disability. This Court held in simplest terms, that rule
states that where a vessel is guilty of a statutory violation, the defaulting ship must show "not merely that her fault
might not have been one of the causes, or that it probably was not, but that it could not have been."(ll {'>candies
Towing Company, Inc. v. MIV B & C ESERMAN.}
Chet Morrison violated the following statutes:
• 46 CFR § 15.1111 (g) that requires the vessel Master to post watch schedules.
• The MN Jillian Morrison's Coast Guard Certificate oflnspection by sailing one mate short.
•Violation of 46 CFR §15.515(a) and46 U.S. Code §8101(d), that require vessels to sail with at least the minimum
complement specified by the vessel's COl
• 46 CFR § 15.725, that requires a vessel sailing with less than the crew specified in the COl to notify the Officer in
Charge, Marine Inspection and file a "report of sailing short".
• Failing to maintain an "automated engine room" as defmed by 46 CFR §15.715,
• 46 CFR § 15.801, that assigned to Chet Morrison the responsibility for manning its vessel pursuant to law;
• 46 CFR §15.705 and 15.1109, both entitled, "Watches", from which the District Court erroneously exempted
Chet Morrison.
• 46 CFR § 15.825(a), that requires the person in charge of an engineering watch be a licensed assistant engineer.
•46 CFR §15.1103(c) and 46 CFR §15.401 that require persons whom Chet Morrison assigned to the engine room
to be licensed.
•46 CFR §15.l111(a) entitled, "Work hours and rest periods", that required Chet Morrison to provide Mr.
Manderson with ten hours of rest per day including one uninterrupted 6-hour period.
•46 U.S. Code§ 8104(e)(l)(A) that prohibits Chet Morrison from assigning seamen to work alternatively in the
deck and engine departments.

If the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal presumes causation in the face of statutory violations, legal precedents show
that Chet Morrison must overcome the presumption of fault. The U.S. Supreme Court<'l held that a statutory
violation raises this legal issue. Can it be said in this case that the statutory fault could not by any possibility have
contributed to the Mr. Manderson's disability? f 0 The Martello, (1894)}
The District Court erred as a matter of law in failing to shift to Chet Morrison the burden of showing its myriad
statutory violations did not cause or contribute to Leon Manderson's injuries. This Appeallate Court can fmd
liability in favor of Mr. Manderson on this basis alone. Unfortunately, the Court ofAopea/s did not do so!
NMA VIEWS ON ERROR #7
NMA Re-statement: We believe the District Court erred as a matter of law in failing to find the MIV
Jillian Morrison was unseaworthy.
The District Court ruled that because "the Court does not hold the defendant improperly manned its vessel in
accordance with statutory requirements, it cannot hold the defendant liable based on a minor violation of the
Certificate oflnspection."
The District Court found Mr. Manderson failed to prove the MIV Jillian Morrison was unseaworthy.
The
District Court's ruling is clearly erroneous as a matter of fact and law.
Chet Morrison's decision to operate its vessel in such a manner that Leon Manderson had to be on duty 24/7, without
ever having a scheduled, licensed, competent person on board who could fully relieve him, rendered the vessel
unseaworthy. As noted, the vessel lacked a Mate required by its COl, as well as additional qualified engineroom
personnel. A vessel is unseaworthy when its crew is inadequate or incompetent Legal precedents show:
• The duty of a vessel owner to provide a seaworthy vessel, including a competent crew, is absolute and nondelegable.
• Liability is imposed for unseaworthiness regardless of the vessel owner's negligence or failure to exercise
reasonable care.
• An inexperienced and undermanned engineroom, together with the lack of automatic engineroom like that
required by the vessel's COl, all contributed to make that vessel unseaworthy.
Chet Morrison's vessel boasted of additional unseaworthY features in that it stank like a country outhouse on a
hot July day as a result of a defective sewage system up until the day the vessel exploded and sank. Furthermore,
Morrison fired any Captain who voiced safety concerns and the vessel almost sank while docked due to the vessel's
physical deterioration. The District Court's conclusion it could not fmd the MN Jillian Morrison unseaworthy due
to "minor violations' of the vessel's COl is clearly erroneous as a matter of fact and law. Unfortunately, the Court
o(Appeals did notsuwort these arguments!
NMA VIEWS ON ERROR #8
NMA Re-statement: We believe the District Court abused its discretion in denying court costs to Mr.
Manderson pursuant to F.R.C.P. 54(d) upon no other ground than the District Court's erroneous
conclusion that it is within its unlimited discretion to do so.
Although the District Court denied Mr. Manderson's claims for Jones Act negligence and unseaworthiness against
Chet Morrison and its dive vessel, the District Court granted Mr. Manderson's claims for sizeable maintenance and cure
and attorney's fees. Mr. Manderson is therefore the ''prevailing party" under Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP)
#54(d)( 1). Unfortunately, the Court ofAweals revoked the attorney fees the District Court assigned to Attorney Mark
Ross but cut in half the judgment granted to Leon Manderson for maintenance and cure by deciding that Chet
Morrison's conduct was not "arbitrary and capricious.<'> ( 1JAppeal decision, pgs. 15, 16.]
The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal previously ruled<'l that a prevailing party under FRC. 54{d) need not win all or even
the major portion of a lawsuit: "A party need not prevail on all issues to justify a full award of costs, however. Usually
the litigant in whose favor judgment is rendered is the prevailing party for purposes of rule 54{d) ... A party who has
obtained some relief usually will be regarded as the prevailing party even though he has not sustained all his claims ...
Cases from this and other circuits consistently support shifting costs if the prevailing party obtains judgment on even a
fraction of the claims advanced. fllUnited States ofAmerica v. Mitchell and Wright & Miller.]
On Feb. 2, 2011, the District Court denied Mr. Manderson's Motion to Tax Costs as the prevailing party.
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Generally, if you are the prevailing party (e.g., Manderson), the other party (e.g., Chet Morrison) pays for certain
costs of the trial, for example for the deposition of expert witnesses used in trial.
In this case, the District Court heid that it had already awarded Mr. Manderson attorney's fees and costs in
connection with his maintenance and cure claims. Attorney Mark L. Ross stated that the District Court erred since
it only awarded attorney's fees but not costs.
The District Court further ruled that a prevailing party is entitled to have costs taxed against the losing party,
unless the court otherwise directs. " The District Court believed it possessed unfettered discretion whether or not
to award costs and chose not do so and, in addition, gave no reason for its denial of court costs to Mr. Manderson.
The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal mandates that where the District Court denies the prevailing party court costs, the
District Court's general discretion is circumscribed: "by the judicially-created condition that a court "may neither deny
nor reduce a prevailing party's request for cost without first articulating some good reason for doing so."
FRCP 54(d) states a prevailing party is presumed entitled to court costs: Unless a federal statute, these rules, or
a court order provides otherwise, costs-other than attorney's fees-should be allowed to the prevailing party. The
Courts hold FRCP 54(d) creates a presumption in favor of awarding costs to the prevailing party. Costs of
obtaining depositions from "experts" the court recognizes are expensive, and we believe Leon Manderson is
entitled to recover those costs.
CONCLUSION AND RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL

...

In his appeal to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal, the Appellant, Leon Manderson, asked the Court to:
• Reverse the District Court's denial of his claims against Chet Morrison Contractors, Inc. for Jones Act negligence
and the unseaworthiness of the MN Jillian Morrison
•To find that Leon Manderson proved by a preponderance of the evidence that Chet Morrison Contractors, Inc.
negligently caused or contributed to the exacerbation of his ulcerative colitis, colonectomy and first time onset of
his diabetes mellitus II;
•To find that the MN Jillian Morrison was unseaworthy and that this was a substantial cause of his injuries;
•To remand this matter to the District Court to decide damages to which Mr. Manderson is entitled as a result of
Chet Morrison's actions.
•To reverse the District Court's denial of costs to Mr. Manderson pursuant to FRCP 54( d) and award those costs in
the total amount of $15,408.31.
• To award him for all costs and expenses incurred in filing this appeal.
• For all such further relief as this Court may deem just.

Problems Aboard the MN JiUian Morrison Our Association Previously Reported to Coast Guard Inspectors
Our Letter to the Coast Guard Reported Before the March 11, 2008 Explosion
In November 2006 we received a report from •. a crewmember on the MIV Jillian Morrison that one or more
unsafe conditions may exist on the vessel. We passed this information to the Coast Guard's Morgan City Marine
Safety Unit and asked that their marine inspectors check it out at their next inspection opportunity. The mariner
who making the report had with many years experience in the Gulf on both inspected and uninspected vessels and
could supply further information as may be required. We understood that Coast Guard inspectors performed a
"topside inspection" a week earlier. The mariner wanted us to withhold his name for fear of being "blacklisted"
within the industry. The report included the following safety issues:
• The laundry room reportedly had a 220-volt junction box that located at or near deck level (about 3" above the deck)
on the second deck. There is concern that if a washing machine spills water onto the deck that that watercould slosh
onto the junction box because it is so close to the deck and could electrocute a crewmem.ber. He pointed out that the
deck drain to the laundry room doesn't always work and the water often overflows the drainpipe.
• In the shower room, there are two hot water heaters whose thermostats are set so high that there is a danger of
scalding and that the hot water heaters are not fitted with safety valves normally found upon hot water heaters.
• The emergency lights that illuminate the vessel's four liferafts did not work and the electrician could not find
why they did not work.
• The vessel's single sideband radio reportedly did not work.
• The compass deviation card did not exist and there was no evidence that the compass ever was calibrated.

• The tachometers for both main engines were inoperative.
• The cook complains of electric shocks when he touches the stove and the deep fryer.
• • reported lack of support from appropriate company personnel when he reported a badly frayed mooring cable
on one of the "four-point" anchors. He was subsequently unable to recover the cable using his anchor winch.
He noticed the problem and expressed concern that divers would be working underwater in the vicinity of a
frayed anchor cable that was likely to part. Such a frayed cable, or even a cable with only a few "fishhooks,"
has the potential of causing significant personal injury to a diver underwater. Rather than to continue to use the
cable, he cut the damaged cable, buoyed it off for future recovery, and returned the boat to shore to change out
the damaged cable with the intent to return to the dive site in open water in South Timbalier Block 140. For
making this decision and apparently based on the additional expense it incurred, he was terminated and replaced
by the company. This led him to believe that this company placed profit above personal safety.
• • also reported that the company does not use lift bags to support the weight of the steel cable as the vessel
moves into position over an underwater site - in this case a pipeline valve. It appears that the maneuver
ruptured the valve or pipeline as shown by the photos and an "Incident Summary" reported by the supervisor.
• cited a superior system used by Cal-Dive on their vessels. He also mentioned that workers for Cal-Dive are
not expected to work over the side of the vessel with the type of safety implications explained below.
The most significant item, however, dealt with the status of the vessel's four-point mooring system as described
from detailed phone notes passed on to the Coast Guard inspectors our Association asked to look into the matter.
The vessel's four anchors were attached directly to steel cables, which are lowered and raised by winches- one
on each side of the bow and stem. These anchors are held outboard of the hull by a metal framework called (and
resembling" a "cow catcher'' preventing the anchor shanks from being pulled into a hawsepipe as on a conventional
offshore supply vessel. The four winches spool the four wire ropes onto four drums and do not use chain.
Therefore, the deck machinery is classified as winches and NOT windlasses. They work with 7.000 lb .anchors.
When the anchor is lifted it is pulled up to the "cow catcher'' with the flukes held under the cow catcher
framework. The anchor is secured to the "cow catcher'' by tension in the cable that is held by a handbrake and by
constant air pressure. The handbrake alone will not hold the anchor. If air pressure fails, the anchor can drop
suddenly. Consequently, when underway or at the dock the anchor is secured to a padeye on top of the bulwarks and
directly to the swivel on the top of the anchor by a short length of approx. 5/16-inch chain. This chain is independent
of the anchor and must be put in place manuallv. On this particular vessel, the bulwarks have not always been
strong enough to support the weight o(a 7,000 lb anchor. Consequently they repeatedly bend, and are reinforced by
welding, and then bend again. In addition, part of the strength of the bulwarks was removed by cutting the swinging
door in the bulwarks.
Our concern is with the method of securing the anchor to the cow catcher. In order to secure the anchors on
the bow, a mariner must open one of the swinging steel door cut out of the bulwarks on the port and starboard side
giving access to the cow catcher. He must step out onto a small platform about a half-foot below the main deck
level, while holding on to the bulwarks. Finally, he must hold onto a sheave (or roller) over which the anchor cable
passes. He must then go to his knees on the small exterior platform only about one and one half to two feet wide
that is directly above the anchor secured to the cow catcher. The anchor flukes are pointing upward to the inside of
the cow catcher. The platform is often greasy as a result of the grease used to lubricate the sheave. Excess grease
drips or sprays from the sheave onto the small platform making the footing dangerous.
Once on his knees, the mariner then held on to the vessel with one hand while kneeling on the small platform
outboard of the hull and constrained by his work vest. He must then accept a piece of chain fed to him by another
crewmember on deck, reach down to his full arm's length with his other hand and thread the chain through the eye
of the swivel attached to the shank of the anchor. He must then take the loose end of the chain and, after pulling as
much slack out as possible by hand, rise from his knees, and apply a chain binder so the anchor will remain in place
at sea. All this takes place outboard of the vessel's hull.
Apparently, three or four men are required to participate in this process. However, the Master reported that no
restraints or harnesses are used to secure the mariner who remains outboard of the bulwarks.
We asked the Coast Guard, at the next dockside inspection of this vessel, that the crew be asked to perform this
evolution and that it be evaluated in its entirety by the Officer-in-Charge Marine Inspection to ensure the safety of
the participating mariners.
Our concern is based on the possibility that a mariner without proper restraint harness would slip from the small
platform outboard of the hull and injure himself falling on the crown of the anchor held in place by the "cow
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catcher." Also consider that this evolution must be performed offshore in a seawav even though we only ask its
demonstration take place dockside. Also consider that during cold winter months, the temperature of the Gulf
waters approaches the 59 degree cold water survival threshold ofNVIC 7-91 and that recovery operations may be
restricted by the vessel's role in offshore construction activities. We also ask that the use of a safety harness be
evaluated under actual working conditions.
On Nov. 27, 2006 we reported that the MN lillian Morrison was at her dock and urged that the Marine Safety Unit
send out an inspector. After going through a FOIA request to Headquarters seeking information in regard to the
requested inspection, we received a very abbreviated report that led us to make this statement in a letter to the
Commanding Officer ofMSU Morgan City on Mar. 7, 2007. "(I cited) ... a unique situation that apparently exists on
that vessel that the Master was particularly concerned about. I would hope that the inspectors were given a copy of
our letter before visiting the vessel. However, I do not see whether this particular area of concern was addressed
during their visit. The area was of concern because it requires seamen to work outside the bulwarks of the vessel in
open water. I believe to check that, it would be necessary to determine whether the evolution in question could be
performed safely by the crewmembers in the opinion of the inspectors. Perhaps this was checked, but I cannot
determine from the inspection report. Perhaps the Coast Guard is not allowed to put crewmembers in danger by
actually performing the evolution. If not, a demonstration or explanation citing the safety equipment available or in
use probably would suffice considering the conditions that were normally reported existing on the vessel as described
in our letter."

[NMA Comment: We never received a reply to our letter from the Commanding Officer of the Coast Guard
Marine Safety Unit in Morgan City. LA. The question became moot after the Jillian Morrison exploded,
san~ and was scrapped. We chose not to follow the case beyond this point.)
[NMA Comment: The Court of Appeals affirmed most of the District Court's decisions in this case and the
results were as devastating to Chief Engineer Manderson as to our Association)
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CHAPTER IS
MARINERS TELL OUR ASSOCIATION OF THEm CONCERNS
Introduction
During the President's Day weekend in 2009, Captain Jordan May co-director of the Master of Towing Vessel
Association (MTVA) asked for my opinion about ranking the 10 most important issues facing our mariners. "Work
Hours" ranked near the top of my list. Suddenly, this issue assumed a life of it's own, and I was snowed by over 30
e-mails containing a number of solid ideas. Some e-mails and calls were sent to me directly while others were
replies to copies of my letter to Captain May. I organized the key points and shared them with our mariners.<I>
f'Jln NMA Report #R-200-A, Rev. 2}
To keep the discussion issue-oriented, I identified each comment with a unique mariner identification number,
for example, [78). As editor, I added my comments identified by [59). I added captions, added emphasis,
occasionally clarified some thoughts but tried not to change the wording of individual comments.
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Better Utilize Experienced Personnel
Here is one possible solution to remedy some of the personnel shortages reported in the towing industry.
Observers noted the advancing age of merchant mariners with average experience being diluted by fewer and fewer
mariners entering the ranks. Mariners who accumulated years of licensed experience are often forced into a
premature retirement that they may not welcome because they no longer hold "active" Coast Guard licenses. For
one reason or another, possibly for health or other reasons, they chose or were forced to have the Coast Guard
renew their licenses "for continuity purposes" only. Consequently, they are no longer able to perform the
navigational duties of a Master and/or Mate/Pilot. Often, when they go ashore, the industry loses the benefits of
their years of service and their experience.
Many of these former Masters and Mates/Pilots have the training and management skills that would allow them
to handle some of the routine duties that often force watchstanders to violate the 12-hour rules. Without piloting
the vessel, many of these individuals could ....
•safely carry out the functions ofVessel Security Officer.
•correct vessel charts and publications.
•offer advice in building tow and fleeting operations.
•monitor the new NPDES General Permit requirements.
•conduct routine communications and correspondence with the "front office."
•file accident reports promptly and properly.
• follow up on individual vessel maintenance issues.
•order supplies.
•sign off on repair work performed on the vessel by maintenance personnel and/or outside vendors.
•assist the crew in many ways such as by conducting in-house vessel inspections and audits.
•maintain vessel records required by a safety management system.
•conduct on-board training and drills including instruction in newly-installed equipment.
• stand watches when the vessel is not underway while other crewmembers rest.
•perform Designated Examiner (DE) tasks if previously qualified to do so.
These are many of the tasks these licensed officers performed by default in the past. They would be allowed to
do everything except to pilot the vessel unless supervised by a fully-licensed officer. These senior retired officers
could take the place of a "Roof Captain" (similar to a "Staff Captain" on large passenger vessels.)
Companies could make decisions to employ these individuals on a case-by-case basis. They would be expected
to provide limited pay and benefits in return for limited light-duty, non-navigational but increasingly important
peripheral services that otherwise would have to be performed by fully-licensed Masters, Mates/Pilots, and
Engineers. Many of these mariners would be on Social Security and would be able to supplement their monthly
checks to better provide for their families. Also many would be on Medicare, so the company would not incur
additional insurance premiums. Utilizing these personnel for non-navigating duties could be on a case-by-case
basis under "guidelines" such as found in a NVIC. While this would be an added expense for the companies, the
advantages far outweigh the costs. You have the benefit of all that experience in emergencies. Pilots who are
struggling could have a mentor to, not only expand their skill set, but relieve the anxiety and breed the confidence

necessary to perform at a level that is safe and will result in the company making a profit. Add to that, they could
act as a "posting pilot" whenever a Master or Mate/Pilot is assigned to operate in an area he is not familiar. Under
such a plan. everybody wins.[91]
Teach Apprentice Mates/Steersmen to Handle Additional Duties
In recent years, an increasing amount of paperwork and additional administrative duties have become required
aboard towing vessels. Very little about these collateral duties appears in the typical 10-day Apprentice
Mate/Steersman course; nor is it covered by the current Towing Officers Assessment Record (TOAR) that
represents "hands-on" experience afloat. Part of pilothouse training period should include training in how to
manage the paperwork load as well as other "additional duties." These duties include many of the duties listed
above. An Apprentice Mate/Steersman needs to be entrusted with completing some of these duties by the officer(s)
who instruct them. For example, standing watch while the vessel is not underway would allow the Master or
Mate/Pilot to carry out their navigational duties more effectively when they did not have the opportunity to gain
restful sleep for any reason on their previous off-duty rotation. After all, an 84-hour workweek expected of these
fully-licensed officers is much longer than an average 40-hour work-week afloat. [91]
New Towing Vessel Rulemaking Ahead
• Mariner resistance to change is as big or even a bigger problem than the regulations themselves. [86]
• Decide the big is.sues first (and address the) small ones later, if possible. [84]
•Having (any) significant impact upon the USCG concerning (watches) i.e. 6/6, 8/8, 4/8, 12/12 or other issue is
extremely difficult unless there is a general consensus among individuals and labor and as (it) possible the
operating companies. In general terms such a consensus is difficult if not impossible to obtain even within one
faction of the industry let along across all elements. The government knows this and uses it against the entire
industry to do what they think is best in the absence of any consensus. [84]
•think that this may be the time to modify the law/regulations concerning manning violations. In the past any
people who complained about manning violations had probably broken the same manning law themselves and
was therefore at risk more than the employer who ordered it. However, proof against one is automatic proof
against the other. [84]
• (Remember) the industry itself (AWO) went running to the Coast Guard when they actually thought they were about
to be invaded by OSHA after the Supreme Court ruling in "Mallard Bay" drilling company case in 2000. [90]
•(Therefore,) we must find a way that encourages complaints of violations to the regulators while not exposing
operating personnel that are making the complaint to possible suspension and revocation proceedings. Maybe it
is as simple as offering immunity to any individual who complains about non-compliance with "the 12-hour
rule" or other manning issue .... It is a starting point for the dialogue. Whatever the answer it should be included
in regulation and maybe law. [84)
• Then there's the complete lack of enforcement by the Coast Guard. This is a political problem that no regulation
change will fix. [86)
•"Crew Endurance Management" (CEMS) doesn't do squat for you other than making you aware that you need
to squeeze 7 hours of rest in a 5Yl-hour period. [83)
• Since the towing industry is attempting to become "inspected" what about the adequate rest for mariners on
vessels, including inland towing vessels. There are many more towing vessels than there are blue water vessels,
and they can carry just as hazardous a cargo as ocean going vessels. They are also a lot closer to bridges and
cities that are highly populated. Safety of the environment, crew, vessel, cargo and the public must be the first
option. [83)
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•(At a TSAC meeting somebody) ... stated that if their mariners are tired, they are allowed to tie up to a fleet, etc.
to get adequate rest. My recommendation is that (the Coast Guard and the towing industry) consider this option
once every two or three days (of allowing mariners on 24-hour boats) to catch up on (their) sleep. You would
comply with the law and the Coast Guard would have (evidence) in your favor in that you are reducing fatigue
and (reducing) the possibility of causing an incident. [83]
• Limiting "duration" of rotations in the two-watch system will serve as an appropriate
regulators force our masters and employers into a different state of mind. [90]

stop~gap

measure until

•Any schedule you can imagine will still be the same 12 hours a day we are being paid to stand watch. We all
know that horse-trading will be done, but constantly harping on the three-watch "pipe-dream" will only diminish
the credibility of all concerned. The issue needs realistic and reachable goals. [85]
•One I would like to positively reinforce is that each and every one of us has our own 'body clock' and needs a
slightly different sleep pattern. The responses all conflnn this divergence of need. But there seems to be
'aggravation' felt by all, since no one has 'the magic bullet' answer to this. [87]
•I've tried the altered (CEMS) schedule and found it lacking. The mate/pilot will still be faced with a more
demanding schedule than the master. [85]
• Everyone also needs to remember that what the MTV A and NMA will submit as a packa2e of
recommendations that are meant to positively reinforce each other for a greater effect than what each might have
alone. [86]
• We will also encourage individual mariners to read the rulemaking package and submit their own informed
comments. [59]
• Less noise and vibration equals better quality rest, which may make a less-than-ideal watch schedule more
tolerable. Couple that with placing a legal limitation on the number of consecutive days an individual can
work outside of a three-watch system (along with a minimum amount of off-time between hitches for body
recharge) and we might just have improved things in a measurable way. [86]
• After two (or) three weeks, fatigue starts to set in! What about "tripping" on days off? If you run 35 or 40
barges on the Lower Mississippi River for 30 days and then go make a trip .... pushing red flag barges, is that
safe? I say no it is not! Travel time is a big issue with some of these companies- (sometimes) 12, 14 or more
hours riding in a crew van and then getting on board and immediately expected to go on watch is unsafe. But
who cares? Some companies are addressing travel in a positive manner! All said, there have been
some ....positive changes made out here although it took an apprentice steersman on the UTV Mel Oliver to
bring about those changes! Sad isn't it! [80)
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• Limiting total days worked per single rotation will by far best serve the working mariner and at the same time
save the company's millions of dollars. Insurance related health care cost savings will benefit the company.
Insurance premiums will drop due to large reduction in accidents both physical and navigational affecting both
equipment and (waterways) infrastructure. [79]
•Overall noise levels, and ambient noise makes for less "quality" sleep. Everyone's hours required for sleep are
dependent on the individual vessel noise level. Six hours sleep on one vessel doesn't equal six hours sleep on
another noisy, vibrating vessel. ... getting an industry- wide inspection for interior noise levels in quarters and
galleys as a start to get overall living conditions at least to an acceptable standard. [87] [Refer to NMA Report
#R-349.}
• So let's put that aside and shoot for inspection standards that will meet the needs of a quieter and more rest
friendly environment aboard and drop this issue of altered watches. [85]
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• If we back off on the manning then the other improvements we seek (noise/vibration reduction, proper interior
lighting, etc.) have a much better chance of making it through the regulatory mill. Like it or not, this is a
political process, and politics is the art of the compromise. [86]
• The industry must accept that something needs to be done to change the sleep deprivation issue. One thing can
be assured is that if one solution can be found, the Coast Guard won't be the agency to do it0 >· The industry
(US) will have to find it on our own. [87] ( 1JRefer to our Reports #R-304 & #R-305 to see how the Coast
Guard treats its own personnel.}
•It doesn't make much sense to have people making rules for us that do not know anything about a towboat or
working in the conditions our mariners have to work. Exactlv how manv of the people making these
(regulations) with the Coast Guard actually have (ever) worked on tow boats. [88]

• We see this problem in the complaints about towing officer licensing regulations and the new "Medical NVIC"
and the way the regulations are administered by the National Maritime Center. [59]
• The manning issues the industry is faced with right now are not going away ... .I hate to admit that it will take a
"Mel Oliver" or two to get people's attention so we can make things a little better each time [85]
Changing the Watch Schedule
• There would have to be a serious reworking of the schedule, such as changing the watch start times: [Front
watch 2100-0400 on, 0400-0900 off, 0900-1400 on, 1400-2100 off.] Meal times would be unnaturally early or
late requiring a short period of adjustment physically, but a huge one mentally. [85]
• Nowhere in the law does it state where or when the 24 hour period begins. Most companies look at it as starting
when you get on the boat, some look at it when you leave home going to the boat and then ... others just don't
worry about it. This needs to be clarified in writing and complied with. Also, if it could be better defined as to
where the 24 hour period begins at midnight, just as everyone knows a new day starts then ....
• I know that it's not as clear as you (and many others including myself) would like it to be, but it does cover us
adequately if it is obeyed. Basically, you can pick any random time and date in the log book and then go exactly
24 hours ahead or back. If within that (or any other) randomly chosen 24-hour period you've been on watch for
more than 12 hours (except in an emergency) then you are in violation. [80]
• Rethink the Crew Endurance Management System (CEMS). When you work either the 8 & 4 or 7 & 5 system,
the Captain gets all the nighttime rest and does 95% of the steering in daylight hours with the pilot getting
95% ofsleep during the dav and drives mosdy in dark hours. We all know that most of the new pilots are the
least experienced wheelmen there are now, and not having experience and driving at night is a hazard.
Personally I feel that we should reevaluate the 12-hour rule and better defme it, with the 24 hour clock starting
at midnight, since that is when a new day starts. If they could redefme it and we could work an 8 & 8 schedule,
we all would be better rested and work every other night. [80]
•It takes people to run a boat ... We need more people to run boats safely. [92]
Emphasize Safety
• In this recession, manning and watchstanding are usually the first places to cut. This is the trend in all industries
and a fact oflife. It also throws safety to the winds!
• Aboard a towing vessel crewed by only two men, if a deckhand falls overboard the only other person aboard to
come to his rescue is in the person in the wheelhouse steering the tug - and he cannot be in two places at the
same time. Most fatalities in the towing industry result from falls overboard. In addition, should an emergency
occur aboard the tug, such as a system failure, engine shutdown, or a fire in the galley, who responds when the
"Deckineer'' is off the tug landing a barge or handling lines on the dock?
1C A

• Any A WO member company operating a vessel with only two crewmen cannot safely respond to an emergency
and should lose their RCP certification. Other A WO members that operate vessels 24 hours a day with a single
crew on standby, or operate without engineers, or have deckhands or mates conducting security checks in
enginerooms, or conducting other duties during rest periods have stepped below A WO minimum standards and
the practice of good seamanship. A WO needs to require its members to practice in the field what they preach on
their certifications and their SMS documents. [130)
• Make it mandatory for companies to furnish some type of light that works and blinks at night when the deck
crew is on the tow or outside. Some companies furnish this type of light, and some don't want to spend the
money. We all know that if someone falls overboard, they more than likely panic or they may even be hurt, and
with a light attached to the life jacket that has to be manually turned on, and the crewmember is hurt or
unconscious, there is no way for them to manually tum on the light. ACR Electronics has a strobe light that is
water activated and can be seen for up to 5 miles. I bought one for my life jacket as well as an EPIRB. [80]
•The Industry and the Coast Guard must address the number of men lost overboard from tows immediately. [59].
• Make it mandatory that all new deck crewmembers go thru a training course before they set foot on a boat. [80)
Enforcing the 12-Hour Rule
• Some creative interpretations by some local Coast Guard officials and some towing companies (including
certain AWO-member companies) count as "work hours" only those hours when a towing vessel is actually
underway. Coast Guard policy letter G-MOC 04-00, Rev. 1, defines work as "any activity that is performed on
behalf of a vessel, its crew, its cargo, or the vessel's owner or operator. This includes standing watches,
performing maintenance on the vessel or its appliances, unloading cargo, or performing administrative tasks,
whether underway or at the dock." We worked hard to obtain this policy statement from the Coast Guard almost
10 years ago! We ask that the Coast Guard take the time to enforce it! [130].
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•Say a Captain worked on a day-boat or (one that was) manned like a "Day-Boat" and was on 24 hour call. That
means the crew lived on the boat. (Although the Captain) made sure he didn't work over 12 hours, but he never
worked a steady schedule. His hours would be scattered throughout the day. Would the Coast Guard look at the
log and question if the boat was a 24 hour or a day boat? It could read like this, 2 hours on, 2 hours off. I see
towing companies are starting to do this in order to eliminate one licensed wheelhouse position. [89]
•The U.S. federal regulations (with one exception) do not stipulate how your off-duty time may be broken up,
just that you may not be on watch and/or work for more than 12 hours in any consecutive 24 hour period. So
you could conceivably work a watch schedule of 1 hour-on /1 hour-offforever0 > and it would be perfectly legal.
Under STCW '95, however, one of your rest periods must be of not less than 6 hours in duration. Unfortunately,
this STCW requirement doesn't apply to most towing vessels and certainly not to day boats working in a harbor
or on a river. [86] (I) Refer to our Report #R-3 70-H. 12-Hour Rule Violations: Harbor Tugs and The "OneWatch" System.!
•46 CFR § 15.1111(g) states "The Master shall post watch schedules where they are easily accessible. They must
cover each affected member of the crew and must take into account the rest requirements of this section as well
as port rotations and changes in the vessel's itinerary." While this may apply to operations under STCW, we
encourage Congress to apply it to all towing QJJerations and to require two full crews in vessels in 24-hour
service ... a fact of life in regulations that already cover small passenger vessels operating more than 12 hours in
any 24-hour period. [130]
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• The Coast Guard, if they ever bothered to look at it at all, would really only be looking at whether or not the
boat was in service for more than 12 hours a day. If it were, then two (2) licensed operators would be required.
The term "dav boat" is a slang term that does not exist in the regulations. As far as the Coast Guard is
concerned, everything depends on the hours of service of the operators. It's either 12 hours or less (what we call
a day boat) or over 12 hours (requiring a master and a mate). Therepresentlv is no /ega/limit on the hours that

unlicensed seamen like deckhands. tankermen and unlicensed engineers on towing vessels may be compelled
to work by their employer or the vessel's master. [86)
In reality, it is virtually impossible to use a "day boat" that is busy with just one operator and not violate the
maximum work hour regulations at some point, nor is it particularly hard to prove. Remember, you can pick
out any time you like in the logbook and go backwards or forwards from it 24 hours. If within that or any other
randomly chosen consecutive 24-hour period the operator has stood more than 12 hours of watch then a
violation has occurred. Despite what some companies say, the clock doesn't start and stop when the vessel
gets underwav and ties up. Any of the usual work related to the job (communications, planning, logistics,
maintenance, administrative duties, etc.) counts towards the 12-hour limit. Travel time, while not counted as
work time, does count against your rest time. This also needs addressing in the new regulations. [86]
Furthermore, 46 USC 81 04(a) requires the following: An owner, charterer, managing operator, master,
individual in charge, or other person having authority may permit an officer to take charge of the deck watch on
a vessel when leaving or immediately after leaving port only if the officer has been off duty for at least 6 hours
within the 12 hours immediately before the time of leaving. This would be impossible to comply with in the
completely random work schedule one would expect to see on a "day boat" in 24-hour service with only one
watch. It is my understanding ....that this applies to a vessel whenever it gets underway, regardless of whether
or not it is actually "leaving port" in the physical sense. [86]
•The return of the single crew "day-boat" is about as welcome as the return of polio to the towing industry's
approach to crew safety. Safety improvements brought to the towing industry in recent years by the Coast
Guard, the American Waterways Operators, and the Towing Safety Advisory Committee are overshadowed by
the return of the single-crew tug. I know first hand what risks a mariner is willing to take to put bread on the
table. If it means the difference between a pay check some mariners will run into a hurricane. I am glad those
days of the "day-boat" are gone along with the bells and jingles. However, the "day-boat" didn't end because of
safety concerns. It ended because it became too costly as a result of the damage and injury law suits that
resulted. [130]
•To get anywhere with this would require having the Coast Guard decide that it was an issue that must be
addressed. As I said, that is a political problem more than anything else. Unless someone with enough juice to
make it the Coast Guard's priority decided to do so, nothing is likely to happen until an accident causing
sufficient public outrage occurs. [86]
Watch Preference: The Three-Watch System
• I don't believe that we're going to get that unless a timely fatigue-related accident with multiple civilian
casualties just happens to land in our laps during the rulemaking period. I'd personally love to see the threewatch system implemented. But we'd be fools not to have a Plan B in the (likely) event that the quest for threewatches fails. [86]
• I think we all know the answer to many of the problems is three watches. Is there any way to hi-jack the
"agenda" to this end? Short of our industry experiencing a high-profile, clearly fatigue-driven accident that is
thoroughly and truthfully investigated by the federal authorities, I have no idea. [86]
• I will take advantage of the regulatory forum when the opportunity presents itself during this rulemaking
process. I have every intention of making a very strong written case for the three-watch system being adopted
for safety reasons by the towing and oilfield industries when I submit my personal comments on the upcoming
NPRM for Towing Vessel inspections. This will be a part of the permanent record in the docket and can be
referred to as needed in the future. But I know full well that the Coast Guard is going to disregard them as not
being "within the scope" of the intended regulations. They will say that Congress directed them to bring towing
vessels under inspection, not specifically to change the manning standards. In this they are correct. I've read
the law myself. If Congress had intended to change the manning standards they could easily have directed the
Coast Guard to do so, even using broad language. They did not do this. If that was their unstated intent, and it
is instead contained in any of the conference reports that preceded the law's passage, then they'll have every
opportunity to say so and demand that it be incorporated as the rulemaking unfolds. I have neither heard nor
read anywhere that altering the manning and watches was part of the legislative or regulatory agendas, even

though it should have been. 11) Time will tell. Of course. to bring previously uninspected vessels under
inspection without thoroughly reviewing the manning standards (or their adequacy is absurd. Sometimes
legislators and regulators do absurd things. C'est la vie. (/)Refer to Rep. James Oberstar's letter in Chapter 6.
This letter expresses clear intent to include manning in towing vessel inspection regulations.}
I believe that if we really want to see the three-watch system become the legal standard aboard tugs and
OSVs (on voyages of 600 nautical miles or less) then we're going to have to fmd someone in Congress to
sponsor and push such legislation. For this to happen regrettably may require a spectacular accident that we can
capitalize on to prove the point and get the political interest jump-started. This country has a long history of not
attempting to fix a problem until the body count goes high enough to catch the public's interest and generate
outrage. I wait patiently for that time, if that's what it comes to.
What I do not intend to do is allow myself to become bogged down on this issue and allow it to distract me
from getting the details right on all the many other inspection issues that we must get right the first time. I
sincerely doubt that we'll be revisiting the new towing vessel inspection regulations again anytime within the
next couple of decades. We've got to do everything in our power to make sure that we can live with whatever
comes out in the fmal rule. [86)
• What I see is a willingness to let the opposition decide what the argument is. He who sets the agenda wins the
prize. The object is not to decide how to accommodate the 12-hour rule, but how a Captain can meet that
requirement and still fulfill the responsibilities required by the companies with regard to a safety management
plan, the CEMS, and the requirements made mandatory by Homeland Security and the time required for the
Captain to be the Vessel Security Officer. This is an argument the companies cannot win. lfanv of these
requirements can only be accomplished by a navigation watchstander while of/watch. in a 24hr period when
the vessel is underway, they are breaking existing law. The question then becomes how does management plan
to solve this conundrum. The Coast Guard has already stretched the 12-hour rule by requiring Pilots and
Captains to work more than 12 hours to participate in drills. They have given tacit approval for all of the above.
Where do we draw the line? I have spoken to many in management and nobody has an answer, plus it makes
them nervous as hell. [91)

• The answer isn't more law, it is enforcing the laws we have and making them apply to the whole crew, call
watches and single engineer boats are inhumane. I have personally explained this to several Congressmen
including James Oberstar, and Elijah Cummings at a USCG hearing. One of those Congressmen commented if
a third world country would adapt a system like our call watch system on towboats, they would be cited for
human rights violations. [91)

Watch Preference: 12 & 12
Nobody showed a preference for this schedule that is widely used in the offshore oil industry.
Watch Preferences: 8 & 8
•I will work any watch except the straight 12-hour watch. That is just too long for anyone to stay in the
wheelhouse, especially when the mate/pilot is stuck working from 0001 to 1200 hours ... As far as the 8 & 8
watches, I personally like them. Yes, it can be hard at times for the body to adapt, but I usually only sleep 5 to 6
hours at a time anyway. Working the 8 & 8 still allows me to get the required sleep "MY" body needs to
rejuvenate itself. (80]
•I've tried the new watch rotations and they are no better than 6 & 6 watches. I (believe) "rolling 8's" are even
worse. [90]
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• I am dead set against the so-called "rolling 8's" watch schedule. Standing that schedule is, to me, far worse than
6 & 6. Every 24 hours your body has to adjust to a wake-sleep cycle that is the exact opposite of what it was the
day before. What the body craves is a rhythm, and even a relatively poor one (like 6 & 6) is preferable to one
that reverses itself every 24 hours. That's not something that can be adapted to and it goes against all ofthe
known scientific studies of the sleep needs ofhumans. I would much rather expend effort to get the manning
standards changed or, failing that, getting the reluctant professional mariner community to make a bona fide
attempt at trying out the alternative watch schedule of?-5-5-7. [86)
. ,. ..,

• The rules and regulations do not permit the 8 on 8 off because in ONE day one mariner will work 16 hours
and the other 8 hours. The next day the other mariner will work the 16 hours in the day and the other 8 hours.

Watch Preferences: CEMS 7-5-5-7
• No, 7-5-5-7 is not perfect, it doesn't address the early morning issues of just before dawn that causes so many
Mate/Pilots to be sleepy in spite of their caffeine levels.
• You're going to have a hard time convincing me that a schedule that allows for the primary rest period to be one
hour longer than it is now is any better than 6-6 watches. [86]
Watch Preferences: 6&6
• I would think that the 14-14 dav schedule is the most vou should be faced with for a work rotation on 6 & 6.
Any longer creates the kind of weariness that makes us that much more vulnerable to fatigue related errors in
judgment. For myself, I've been working 6 & 6 watches since the 80's, and I'm reasonably comfortable until the
hitch runs past 14 days. [85]
• The 6-6 rotation in itself is not the issue for the professional mariner who has done it his entire life .... It's the
duration in which these companies expect you to perform at that level... For myself I know I start down hill after
21 days ... and I also know I would do better ifl only worked 14 days at a time ..... what really needs to be done is
put a stop to person coming out and working 30-90 hitches at a time as a stop gap measure .... Sure it would cost
the companies a few dollars more for additional turnovers, but it's a damn site cheaper than trying to figure out
how to crew the boat with three deck officers. [90]
• Note that the IMO and the International Transport Workers Federation have come out against the 6 x 6 watch and
that can be fuel for the fire. If it is unacceptable internationally, why is the U.S. the only ones in favor of it? [83]

Coast Guard Watch Standing
I am not all that familiar with the established protocols used in the private sector. I have spent most o(my
underway watches in a three watch cycle on cutters and have little experience with a two watch cycle. Only on
rare occasions, did we get underway for urgent SAR with only two watch standers (Qualified U/W OODs), so I'll
stay away from these structured watches and the related issues as they pertain to labor agreements. In the Coast
Guard. a two watch cycle was used only in emergencies, under considerations outlined in the instruction I sent
you. I do not believe I am sufficiently familiar with how they are being applied within your industry, or the impact
they've had to make me qualified to address those issues in any depth.
I'll limit my input to the issue, which watch-standerslcrews can control at the present time. There is no 9-5 option in
maritime operations and fatigue is a factor in that has to be monitored constantly when underway. During my career, I
spent a good deal of time in New England waters and much of that underway time was during winter recovering disabled
commercial fishing vessels out on the fishing grounds. We even had an occasional response to a towing vessel, where a
towline had parted and we assisted in recovering the barge. Murphy's Law insured that a typical SAR case would come
during inclement weather and insured it interrupted us in mid-sleep cycle. From a warm bed to underway in rough seas,
was about a one-hour transition, barely allowing a cup of coffee to have much effect. On our patrol boat, I was the youngest of the three qualified watchstanders and grateful to be the only one not
affected by motion sickness. After the 45 minute drive to the boat, I was wide awake and always preferred the first
watch. It was a busy one during which, we got our initial "sitreps," made all our underway preps, established our
initial communications and establish our regular "comms" schedule with the distressed vessel and began our plot.
This along with numerous other activities, made that first watch, pass all that much quicker.
The skipper was a young man who was only mildly affected by motion sickness; could adjust rather quickly to
rough sea conditions, and just needed a short period of rest in his rack when the pounding first started. That brief
initial rest was all he needed in order to get through the physical transition. The chief, on the other hand, lived with
a seasick bag nearby constantly at the ready, especially whenever we were heading out in gale-force weather. On
the cases where there was no letup in the sea-state, he would suffer through the entire mission, but to his credit,
always pulled his own weight.
With this as background I want to explain, why all in all, we were able to mitigate much of the situation's
discomfort, making underway in the toughest times more tolerable and routine operations even pleasant, although
we had very limited options. Like any other vessels in our fleet, our instructions held us to very structured and
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tight watch keeping standards and rigid military conning/bridge protocols. but as a small crew of close friends.
we were very aware of each others indicators of fatigue and willing to be flexible, especially on long cases in
extreme weather.
As I mentioned, I was always glad to take the fl.rst watch, which gave the skipper time to adjust and by the time
he was good to go, and had his first watch under his belt, the chief was about as good as he was going to get in
rough weather.
But it was also common that none of our normal rest cycles, ever seemed to align with the watch rotation schedule
and, as time progressed, fatigue would take a toll on each of us. For the three of us, it was not uncommon to offer to
break the normal rotation, since the watchstander on duty would be feeling extremely tired and one of us that was not
on watch, usually had about all the rest they were going to get, so why not jump in and give them a chance to rest at
that moment when they were likely to actually get some sleep. (This was) not a traditional approach, but one born
ofpracticality in a demanding environment and possible only due to the personal trusts and friendships that existed
within that crew. I can say honestly, no one ever abused this option of flexibility, not even the Chief who suffered the
most in rough seas. It even served me and the skipper on the rare occasion when he felt the need to leave the dock
with only seven of the ten crew members and two OODs, due to the urgency of the case.
I realize this no end all solution, but for those with the disposition/inclination to employ the same flexibility in
their two/three watch schedules, it might bring some measure of immediate relief, while seeking a long-term
resolution. [94)
[NMA Comment: Many companies discourage close friends or members of the same family from working
together on boats. One side effect is that developing the same "personal trusts and friendships" as expressed
above often must start from scratch on almost every voyage. Merchant mariners deeply appreciate the
success and dedication demonstrated in the Coast Guard's SAR activities. However, the SAR mission is
separate and distinct from the Coast Guard's "Marine Safety" mission and must be evaluated separately.)
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'Exhausted sailors working 98 hour weeks' [93)
[Source: By Caroline Gammell, I 2:02AM GMT 19 Feb 2009]
Exhausted sailors working 98 hour weeks are regularly falling asleep at the helm, turning their ships into
"unguided missiles" which could cause a major disaster off the UK coast, an independent watchdog warns.
The Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB) said it was only a matter of time before a "catastrophic
accident" took place in UK waters. It called on the Government to take immediate action to ensure that ships were
properly manned.
In its latest report, the MAIB cited the example of the cargo vessel ANTARI which ran aground on the Antrim
coast in Northern Ireland in June last year. The offlcer of the watch, who was alone on duty, fell asleep for three
hours and was only woken when the 88-metre vessel, carrying 2,360 tons of scrap, had beached itself. Nearly three
quarters of the hull was damaged and dented, while the grounding had punctured the bottom of the ship.
The MAIB discovered that the officer had been working six hours on, six hours off for the previous three and a
half months. He had fallen asleep in the wheelhouse almost as soon as he had taken over the watch shortly after
midnight on a warm June 29 in calm seas.
Stephen Meyer, chief inspector of the MAIB, said the unrelenting shift patterns were "as close to slavery that we
have in the UK". He said: "People are working 98 hour weeks, week after week and they do not have a single
night's sleep in that time. "They never get more than flve hours and the cumulative effect is enormous."
Mr. Meyer said most of the recent accidents where a vessel had gone aground had not cause serious pollution or
injury. "But it is only a matter of time until an unmanned ship traveling three hours across a main shipping channel
- like an unguided missile - hits an oil tanker or a passenger ship and we are going to have a catastrophic accident."
The MAIB said recommendations it made five years ago to try and prevent such incidents had been largely
ignored. During that time, it has investigated nine other groundings, where in six of the cases the officer on the
watch fell asleep.
Mr. Meyer called on the Government to put pressure on the International Maritime Organization to review the
issue of fatigue and manning on board ships as a matter of urgency. He said the Department of Transport and the
Maritime and Coastguard Agency must increase inspections on ships believed to be undermanned to prevent a
tragedy in UK waters.
In January 2007, the container ship NAPOLI grounded off the coast of Devon got into trouble because it was
being sailed too fast, was overloaded and had a fundamental design flaw.

What About the Future?
Strangely m1ssmg from this discussion is the current state of the economy and mention of the future
employment prospects for our mariners. The housing "bubble," distorted gasoline and diesel prices, the end of the
market for large, fuel guzzling cars, the stock market's nosedive, millions of lost jobs, the health care crisis, and
scandals involving billions upon billions of dollars fmally brought this great country to its knees. We have lived
beyond our means, become lazy and developed bad habits. To say that we were brought down by our own
"Greed" as a society is not far off course.
If "Greed" is becoming socially unacceptable, a move to share what employment opportunities remains to our
mariners will grow in popularity. If there is less work out there, there will be a greater effort to share the work
there is among more mariners. Tours of 21 days on and 7 days off may become 14 and 14. Wages that had risen
because of personnel shortages may ease as more personnel become available- if the Coast Guard bungling and illadvised personnel policies don't continue to discourage applicants and chase them away. Jobs have not started to
vanish wholesale as in other parts of the economy, but if and when they do, there will be serious problems for those
who live beyond their means.
Many mariners are "wearing out "and can no longer count on passing tough new physical exams recently
crammed down our throats by the Coast Guard's new "Medical NVIC." Remember how you paid your dues by
years of standing the two-watch system which is an 84-hour work week - over twice the normal "factory" work
week! You can consider that the equivalent of holding two "full-time" jobs. Even a three-watch system is a 56
hour work week - the full-time work of 1Yz men. You probably worked hard for all those years on a boat that
probably never even had a full crew - one engineer, or maybe none, when two were needed to run a 24-hour boat.
If the economy continues to tank, the time will come with pressure to "share the opportunity to work." [59]
•" Tripping" is fme if that is all you do for a living. Those, however, who work a full time job ... and then trip on
their time off when the company expects them to rest is where the problem will eventually lie. It is NOT illegal
to do so but .. .if more and more accidents happen by those who trip part time, then the industry will look at this
and possibly try to put a stop to it. That, of course, will cut off income to certain mariners who trip while they
are supposed to be resting. Right now the Coast Guard investigators look at how much rest you have had in the
past 24 to 48 hours. Eventually they will wake up and start looking further back, since sleep deprivation is
accumulative. Do you know of any inland river towing companies that do not allow their employees to trip
while on their days off? I am just wondering if some are possibly seeing the risk to their company. [83]

CHAPTER16
DIRECT REQUEST FOR CONGRESSIONAL ACTION
New Legislation
Since the Coast Guard has not established scientifically based hours-of-service regulations, we ask Congress to
amend 46 U.S. Code §8104(h) and other statutes if necessary to ensure an effective limit of 12-hours of work in any
24-hour period applicable to all officers and unlicensed mariners serving on every U.S.-tlag inspected vessel and
provide appropriate statutory penalties.
We request that Congress require that each inspected vessel in 24-hour service be manned bv at least three {3)
fully qualified, credentialed officers regardless ofthe length o(the vovage.
We request that Congress require that each inspected vessel in 24-hour service be manned bv two complete
crews that are capable of performing their duties without disturbing crewmembers who are off duty except in a
bona fide emergency that could not have been anticipated through proper planning
We respectfully ask that Congress address the issue of requiring a trained cook to manage food service on each
inspected vessel in 24-hour service.
Areas of Oversight
USCG Authorization Act of 2010, Section 607- Logbooks. The Act made important changes in requiring an
official logbook be maintained on each inspected vessel including towing vessels. Section 607 amended 46 U.S.
Code § 11304 to require logging of ( 1) the time when each seaman and each officer assumed or relieved the watch.
(2) the number of hours in service to the vessels of each seaman and each officer. (3) an account of each accident,
illness, and injury that occurs during each watch. We are concerned about a lack of enforcement because, in the
past 40 years, we have never seen any expectation or concern from the Marine Safety Directorate that mariners
maintain accurate records in logbooks on limited-tonnage vessels.
We contend that there has been a severe underreporting o(personal injuries suffered by our mariners for many
years. We are concerned that the Inspector General in the Department of Homeland Security did not effectively
follow up on this issue that we first reported in 2007.< 1> We urge Congress to request the DHS Inspector General to
investigate the underreporting of personal injuries - especially those of limited-tonnage mariners.<2> fiJ Refer to
NMA Report #R-202, Rev. 5. (l)NMA report #R-360, Rev. 6, Issue "Y" and NMA Report #R-202, Rev. 5.]
Examine why the Coast Guard internally denigrated its scientific research< I> on hours-of-service and continues to
allow watch schedules such as 6 hours on duty followed by 6 hours off duty (6&6) that are scientifically
insupportable. f'J Refer to Chapter 3.]
Examine our allegations of the longstanding lack of formal safety and vocational training for limited tonnage
engineering personnel on OSVs, towing and small passenger vessels.
Examine our allegation that the DHS OIG no longer has employees with sufficient technical background to audit
Coast Guard Marine Safety programs such as "Investigations." Added to this weakness is the fact that the Coast
Guard does not have its own Inspector General.
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Introduction: The National Mariners Association is a non-profit mariner membership organization. As such, we gathered and
compiled many documents to inform and instruct an estimated 126,000 licensed and unlicensed "limited-tonnage" merchant mariners
who serve on U.S.-Flag commercial vessels such as tugs, towboats, offshore supply vessels, and small passenger vessels ofless than
1,600 gross register tons. This collection took place over many years at considerable expense in time and effort. Until recently, we
posted these reports on our website for all mariners to view free of charge.
We encourage mariners who use our Research Reports to become Members of the National Mariners Association for $36.00
per year to support the goals of our Association and receive these reports free as stated on our membership application. However,
to cover our expenses, it became necessary to make the following changes.
• Dues-paying NMA MEMBERS may request a copy of any available report delivered by e-mail, fax or mail free of charge.
• NON-MEMBERS: Using the price posted next to each document, you may order any document by from the list to be sent byemail, snail mail, or fax at the price shown. To order by e-mail provide a valid e-mail address. However, if you request a report by
FAX, we must add a telephone handling charge to your order. If you request a report by UPS, FedEx or expedited mail we will
add an appropriate handling charge.
All orders for NMA reports will be processed by Marine Education Textbooks, Inc., 124 North Van Avenue, Houma, LA
70363-5895 or Fax at (985)-879-3911. "MET'' accepts VISA, MasterCard, and American Express. Please make checks or money
orders payable to MARINE EDUCATION TEXTBOOKS, Inc. All receipts and donations fund the work q(our Association.
License Prep Study Material: Use the link to Marine Education Textbooks or go to www.marineeducationtextbooks.com to
obtain license study material to prepare for Coast Guard Exams. You may order directly from this website. Just click on the
bookstore button
[Editorial note: The Board of Directors voted to change the legal name of the Association to the National Mariners Association
(NMA) from Gulf Coast Mariners Association (GCMA) effective Jan. 1, 2008.]
0 = Reports that are currently available.
p. = The number of printed pages in a report.
"Congress" = When this word appears in bold letters in a report title, it means that our Association delivered a copy Qfimli
report to the appropriate Congressional Committee and/or Subcommittee or staffmembersj
Hours of Service Issues: [Also see reports #R-258, Rev.2, #R-302, #R-3 70, Rev.4 &entire R-370 Series; #R-408 & #R-408-A]
DR-20 1. May 2000. Mariners Speak Out on Violation of the 12-Hour Work Day. 200p. $41.00.
Personal Injury. [Also see #R-205, Issue 7;#R-292,Rev. l;#R-338; #R-350, Rev. 5, Issue "Y"; #R-429, Rev. I; #R-429-1]
DR-202, Rev. 5. Nov. 1, 2011. Deplorable Treatment of "Limited Tonnage" Mariners. (Don't Count on Corporate
Compassion or Coast Guard Concern: True Stories of Our Dead, Injured & Cheated Mariners). 66p. $14.20.
DR-202-B. May 13, 2010. Coast Guard and OSHA Miss the Boat on Maritime Safety and Health Issues. [Contains OSHA
Directive CPL 2-1.20, that delineates OSHA/USCG Authority Over Vessels.] 34p. $7.80.
DR-202-C, Rev. 2. July 7, 2010. OSHA Regulates Uninspected Dry Cargo and Work Barge Safety. 18p. $4.60
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Legislation
DR-203, Aug. 1, 2009. How a "Bill" Becomes a Law. 4p., $1.80.

OR-203-F. Nov. 4, 2010. Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010- Important Sections for Our Limited Tonnage Mariners.
7p. $2.40.
Coast Guard's Administrative Law System [Also see #R-429 Series Reports.}
DR-204, Rev. 3. May 18, 2011.. The Coast Guard "1rijustice" Handbook. A Guide to the Administrative Law
$36.9{). [Also See #R-429-L and R-429-Q.l
DR-204-A, April 13, 2010. Administrative Law Judges: An Overview. [Reprint of Congressional Research Service Report
prepared for members and committees of Congress]. 12p. $3.40.
DR-204-B. July 14, 2010. U.S. Coast Guard Prevention Programs- A Tale of Mismanagement. (Gov't Report] [Includes
reprint of Dep 't of Homeland Security report titled: "Independent Evaluation of the U.S. Coast Guard
Prevention Program- Marine Safety and Environmental Protection. ''}
OR-204-C, Rev. 6. April25, 2011. Insure Your Credential-Protect Your Career. 12p. $3.40. [License Defense Insurance]

OR-205. Jan. 1, 2010. RCl!ort to Congress: Outstanding Failures to Protect the Safety. Health. and Welfare of 126.00{J
Limited Tonnage Merchant Marin-:eQ 27p. $6.40
Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW)
OR-206. Feb. 22,2010. If the Question Concerns STCW- Our Answer Remains ''NO"! 20p. $5.00.
OR-206-A, Rev. 1. Apr. 6, 2010 "NO" to Further Implementation of STCW-95 Amendments. 7p. $2.40.
OR-206-B, June 22,2011. IMO ECDIS Model Course. 2p. $1.40 ..
OR-206-C. Aug. 24, 2011. International Convention on Standards of Training. Certification. and Watchkee,ping. 1978. and
Changes to Domestic Endorsements. [NMA Comments on STCW Docket #USCG-2004-17914.}. 27p, $6.40.
Maintaining a Lookout
OR-207, Rev. I. Jan. 20, 2010 Training and Posting Lookouts. 15p. $4.00 [Also see R-275, Rev. 3, Nav. Bridge Visibility]
OR-207-A. Feb. 6, 2010. Lookout Training. 19p. $4.80.
OR-207-B. Apr. 14, 2010. Rule 5- Maintaining A Proper Lookout, [Contains 2010 Decision by ALl Bruce T. Smith.] 30p.
$7.00
OR-207-C. Nov. 7, 2011. Maintaining a Proper Lookout: The 2010 "Duck Boat" Accident at Philadelphia. (In Progress)
Offshore Supply Vessel (OSV) Issues [Also see Reports #R-207, Rev. 1; #R-230, #R-238, #R-274, #R-311.]
DR-208. Sept. 30, 2010. Lessons from Major Offshore Supply Vessel Accidents. 40p. $9.00
OR-209. Aug. 11, 1999. Offshore Supply Vessels. [Comments submitted to Docket #USCG-1999]. 26p. $6.20.
Whistleblower Protection
OR-21 0. Rev. 2. Aug. 17, 20 II. Whistleblower Protection for Merchant Marine Officers.
Admiralty. 12 pgs. $3.40.

By Stephen Chouest, LLM

Mariner Employment Issues. [Also see Reports #R-276-D and #R-350, Rev. 5, Issue "X'']
OR-211. Rev. 1. Mar. 19, 2011. Headhunting- An Illegal Mariner Employment Practice. 8p. $2.60.
DR-211-A. Jan 20, 2011. Background Paper on the Maritime Activities of the International Labour Organization. By Bjorn
Klerck Nilssen, Chief, Maritime Industries Branch, International Labour Office (ILO), Geneva, Switzerland (Sept. 1998.
13p. $3.60.
Pilothouse Visibility Issue
OR-~ 12_, June 29, 2011. Re}?ort to the 1121b. Congress- Pilothouse Visibility Issues on TOwing VesselS; Bp. $2.6Q
Federal Issues
OR-215, Mar. 24, 2011. How to Contact Members of Congress on Maritime Issues. Sp. $2.00.
DR-216. Oct. 1, 1999. Defining the Difference Between Lines of Demarcation and Boundarv Lines. 2p. $1.40.
OR-223, Rev.4, Aug. 4, 2008. Understanding and Using Federal Regulations. The Federal Register/CFR System. lOp $3.00.
DR-224. Rev. I, July 4, 2009. Accident Investigations; [Waterways Journal Editorial ofNov. 8, 1999, "Who Has the Best Approach
to Public Safety?" Also see #R-429 Series.] 3p. $1.60.
OR-230. Jan. 17, 2000. Rescue boats and platforms required on Offshore Supply Vessels. [Also see #R-354] lOp. $3.00.
Outer Continental Shelf Activities
DR-233. Dec. I, 1999. Comments on Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for Outer Continental Shelf (QCS) Activities. [33
CFR Subchapter N; Docket #USCG-I998-3868] 20p. $5.00.
Official Logbooks.
OR-234. Rev. 2. Oct. 12, 2010. Towing Vessel Official Logbooks. 9p. $2.80.

OR-238.
OR-242.
OR-247.
OR-253.
OR-274.
OR-275.

Apr. 12, 2000. Lack of Training for Licensed Offshore Supply Vessel COSV) Engineers. 4p. $1.80.
Apr. 24,2000. Gulf Coast Mariners Association's CGCMA) First Year's Accomplishments. 3p. $1.60.
Rev.!, Apr. 26, 2004. Violation of Laws and Regulations. 2p. $1.40.
Sept. 3, 2003. Problems Facing Lower-Level Mariners. 37p. $8.40.
Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular No. NVIC 1-78 [OSV Engineroom Automation.] 8p. $2.60.
Rev.3, Aug. 24, 2004. Navigation Bridge Visibility. [By Captain David C. Whitehurst] 1lp. $3.20.

Towing Vessels- Inspection & Employment [Also See #R-21 2.]
OR-276. Rev. 10. Oct. 5, 2011. Report to Congress: PrQPOsed Towing Yesselln.spection Regulations Missed the Mang. 4p.
+ 211 pages of enclosures. [Entered at www.regulations.gov as document #USCG-2006-24412-0023, Most enclosures
are re orts listed in this index.
OR-276. Rev. 4, Feb 14,2003. Towing Vessel Regulatmy Standards. 204p. $41.80.
OR-276. Rev. 8, Feb. I, 2005. Towing Vessels Must Be Regulated Like Every Other Inspected Vessel. 36p. $8.20.
OR-276. Rev. 9. June I, 2005. Towing Vessels Must Be Regulated Like Every Other Inspected Vessel. 46p. $I0.20.

OR-276-A. Nov. 9, 2006. Towing Vessel Inspection. Mariner Suggestions & Initiatives Submitted to the TSAC Towing
Vessel Inspection & Licensing Work Groups. 36p. $8.20.
OR-276-C. Jan. 26, 2111. "Examination" of Towing Vessels is not "Inspection- The Background of the Towing Vessel
"Bridging" Program. 7p. $2.40.
OR-276-D, Rev. 6. March 15, 2012. The Towing Industry is a Poor Career Choice 24p. $5.80.
OR-276-E. Aug. I5, 2011. Inspection of Towing Vessels. [NPRM ofAug. 11, 2011 + NMA comments} 77p. $15.40.
OR-276-H. Aug. 20, 2011. Towing Vessel Inspection NPRM- NMA Letter to the Docket. 4p. $1.80. [Discusses USCG
failure to include hours-of service and work perfonnance issues in proposed ntlemaking.]
OR-276-1. Oct. 26,2011. Comments Submitted to Docket #USCG-2006-24412: Inspection ofTowing Vessels. [In the
public meeting held on Oct. 26, 2011 in Kenner, LA.] 6p. $2.20.
OR-276-J. Nov. 16, 2011. Comments Submitted to Docket #USCG-2006-24412: Inspection of Towing Vessels. By
Capt. John R. Sutton, Past President of the American Inland Mariners Association (AIM). 34p. $7.80.
DR-276-K, Rev.3. Mar. 17,2012. Mariners Reswnd to Hours of Service Issues on Towing Vessels. lOp. $3.00

Towing Officer Assessment Records
OR-287-A. Nov. 14, 2002. TOAR <Near Coastal/Oceans) Performance Assessment Criteria. 12p. $3.40.
OR-287-B. Nov. 14, 2002. TOAR (Great Lakes!Inland) Performance Assessment Criteria. lOp. $3.00.
OR-287-C. Nov. 14, 2002. TOAR (Western Rivers) Performance Assessment Criteria. llp. $3.20.
OR-287-D. Nov. 14, 2002. TOAR (Limited) Performance Assessment Criteria. 9p. $2.80.
Reports to the International Transport Workers Federation (ITF).
DR-290-A. June 6, 2001. Report to the International Transport Workers Federation (11F) Delegation to the Maritime Gulf
Project May 31 -June 6. 2001 on the issue of Safety on Offshore Vessels. 40p. $9.00. [Previously #R-281]
OR-290-B July 31, 2001. USCG Interaction with Lower-Level Merchant Mariners: A report to the International Transport
Workers Federation (11F). 29p. $6.80.
Accident & Injury Reporting Requirements:
DR-292, Rev. 1. July 16, 2008. Enforcement of Existing Accident and Injurv Reporting Reguirements. 4p. $1.80.
Maritime Accidents - Bridge Allisions.
OR-293-A. Rev.3. June 1, 2008. Towboats and Bridges. A Dangerous Mix., 28p. $6.60.
DR-293-B. Rev. 6. Dec. 7, 2008. We Urge Congress to Look Irito Overhead Clearance Accidentij 13p. $3.60 [Previously
numbered #R-4 11, Rev. 4, June 1, 2008]
OR-293-C. Apr. 25, 2005. Allision Involving the M!V Brownwater V and the Queen Isabella Causeway Bridge. Port Isabel.
Texas Sept. 15,2001. 37p. $8.40 [USCG Report Reprint.] [Also see Report #R-399.]
DR-300. Jan. 9, 2002. Chao, Secretary of Labor vs. Mallard Bay Drilling. Inc. [Reprint ofU.S. Supreme Court Decision] 1Op. $3.00.
OR-301. Uninspected Towing Vessel Workplace Safety Considerations. 42p. $9.40.
DR-302. Guide for Investigating for Fatigue. [Reprint ofTransportation Safety Board ofCanada report]. 26p. $6.20.
Coast Guard "Missions" Other Than Marine Safety.
DR-304. Rev.l, June 25,2006. Small Boat Station Search and Rescue Program. [Reprint: DOT Audit of the USCG program.
46p. $10.20

OR-386. Jan. 18, 2004. Comparative Report: Towboats in Canada and the United States. 3p. $1.60.
OR-389. Jan. 18, 2004. The Notice ofViolation (NOVl Program. 4p. $1.80.
Maritime Accident- Towing Vessels [Also see #R-340-A; #e-429-D; #R-433; #R-433-A]
OR-390. Feb. 14, 2004. Loss of the Tug Thomas Hebert off the New Jersey Coast Fails to Bring Needed Changes.
["Tripping''] 7p. $2.40.
.
DR-390-A. Mar. 5, 2010. Sinking of the MN Elizabeth M and 6 Barges with Four Fatalities on Jan. 9. 2005 at the
Montgomery Locks & Dam. Ohio River Mile Marker 31. 7. 60p. $13.00. [Also See Report #R-340-A.]
DR-393. Mar. 11, 2004. USCG Licensing Procedures: An Affront to Lower-Level Mariners. 16p. $4.20.
Potable water and Food Service.
DR-395, Rev.3. Sept 23,2010. Report to Congress-Providing Safe Potabj~Wa~forMercbantVessel~. lOp. $2.20.
DR-395-A, Dec. 23, 2009. Supporting Documentation for NMA Report #R-395 (Food Service). 133p. #26.70.
DR-395-B, Dec. 23, 2009. Supporting Documentation for NMA Report #R-395 (Potable Water). 64p. $13.80
DR-396. May I, 2004. How Western Rivers Mariners Lost Their Administrative Law Judge. 4p. $1.80.
DR-397. May 8, 2004. Father Sinclair Oubre Speaks for All Mariners on Elimination of Crew List Visa. 3p. $1.60.
DR-398. Dec. 1, 2005. Crew Van- Death Van? [By Captain David C. Whitehurst.} 5p. $2.00.
Maritime Accident- Oversize and Overloaded Tow. [Also see #R-390A-; #R-42; #R-427.]
DR-399. Jun. 14, 2004. Danger on the Illinois Waterway: Towboat Pilot Loses License After He Accepts High Risk
Assignment. 1Op. $3.00. )
DR-400, Rev.8. Aug. 12, 2004. Oversize and Overloaded Tows: Towing Vessel Horsepower. 18p. $4.60.
Historical Documents (Series). [Also see #R-428-C; #R-429-B; #429-F; #428-A; #428-B; #428-C.]
DR-401, Rev. f. Mar. 8, 2005. CrewEnduranceandtheTowingYesselEngineers-ADirectAP,PealtoCongred. 30p. $7.00
DR-40 1-A. Uninspected Towing Vessels: An Analysis of the Historical and Contemporary Issue of Their Regulation. July
1980 [By Thomas Alegretti. Formerly #R-231, Rev. 1]. 86p. $18.20.
OR-401-B. Jan. 8, 2007. Finally Answered: How Bureaucracy Wrecked the Coast Guard Merchant Marine Licensing and
Documentation Computer System. [Information from a 1998 FOIA Request.] 4p. $1.80,
DR-40 1-C. Dec. 2005. Acquisition of the National Security Cutter. [Reprint of Department of Homeland Security, Office of
the Inspector General, Report #OIG-07-23.] 140p. $29.00.
DR-401-D. Mar. 21, 2006. U.S. Coast Guard. Report on Demonstration Project: Implementing the Crew Endurance
Management System (CEMS) on Towing Vessels. 98p. $20.60.
OR-401-E. Feb. 12, 2008. Marine Safety: Where the Coast Guard Went Wrong. [Also see #R-442] [Reprint of a report by
VADM James C. Card (USCG, Ret 'd) titled "Coast Guard Marine Sa(ety Analvsis: An Independent Assessment and
Suggestions for Improvement dated 16 Nov. 2007 with NMA commentary.] 36p. $7.20
OR-40 1-F. Feb. 2007. 110'/123' Maritime Patrol Boat Modernization Project. [Reprint ofDepartment ofHomeland Security,
Office of the Inspector General, Report #OIG-07-27]. 34p. $7.80.
OR-401-G. Feb. 29, 2008. Renewed Efforts in the Marine Safety Program. 7p. $2.40. [Reprint ofALCOASTmessagesfrom
the Commandant and Assistant Commandant for Marine Safety, Security, and Stewardship.]
OR-401-H. Jan. 6, 2009. Coast Guard Issues Marine Safety Performance Plan (2009-2014).
DR-401-1. Dec. 5, 2009. The Posse Comitatus Act and Homeland Security, By John R. Brinkerhoff(Feb. 2002). 6p. $2.20 ..
DR-401-J. Sept. 2000. Offshore Accountability Watch. 16p. $4.20.
DR-401-K. May 16,2011. HR-1288- World War II Merchant Marine Service Act. 20p. $5.00. [By Don Horton, Coastwise
Merchant Seaman's Association.]
OR-401-L. July 7, 2011. Problems in Coast Guard Licensing: 1986-1999. lip. $3.20.
DR-401-M. Apr. 15, 1999. Review ofWorking Conditions in the Offshore Oil Industry- 1999. lOp. #3.00.
OR-401-N. Jan. 19, 1999. The 12/24 Hour Rule by LCDR Tom Beistle. 18p. $4.60.
DR-402.
DR-403.
OR-404.
OR-405.
6p.

July 14, 2004. Ballast Water Management. 20p. $5.00
Sept. 19, 2004. Stress and the Licensed Mariner. 20p. $5.00
Oct. 19,2004. Substance Abuse: Employee Assistance Programs. 4p. $1.80.
Oct. 19, 2005. Relinquishing Control of Your Vessel. [USCG vs. Michael J. Barrios (appeal). Formerly #R-204.]
$2.20.

Fatigue. [Also see #R-401-; #R-403]
DR-408. 2004. MAIB Bridge Watchkeeping Safety Study. [Reprint ofUK Gov't Report] 52p. $11.40.
OR-408-A. Oct. 24, 2008. Seafarer Fatigue: Wake Up to the Dangers. [Reprint of Report by International Transport
Workers Federation]. 9p. $2.80.
DR-409. Feb. 13, 2005. What is a Safety Management System for Towing Vessels? lOp. $2.00.

Vessel Engineers
DR-412 April25, 2005. Towboat Engineer's Death Points to Need for Changes in the Law. 20p. $5.00. [Note: For other
fatalities related to American Commercial Lines (ACL) refer to our reports #R-293-C, #R-433, #R-433-A.]
DR-412-A. Rev. l. Mar. 14, 2012. In Search ofJustice for Chief Engineer Leon Manderson. 36p. $8.20.
DR-413. Rev. 1, Feb. 11, 2006. A Direct AQPeal to Co¥ess to Reform the Two-Watch Systeni. 2lp. $5.20.
Coast Guard Mismanagement of Limited Tonnage Mariners. [Also see #R-324; #3 72; #R-383; #R-393}
DR-415. Rev. 2. (Series) Nov. 25, 2006. Coast Guard Mis-management of Lower Level Merchant Marine Personnel:
Training and Licensing Problems for Towing Vessel Officers. 12p. $3.40.
OR-415-B. Rev. 1. (Series) Nov. 27, 2006. Medical & Physical Evaluation Guidelines for Merchant Mariner Credentials.
62p. $13.40
DR-415-C. Jan. 1, 2009. Our Association Petitions the Coast Guard to Relax Restrictions on 100-Ton Towing Officer Licenses
and Endorsements. lOp. $3.00.
Towing Safety Advisory Committee. [Also see #R-384, Rev. 1; #R-417, Rev. 2; #R-421]
DR-417. Rev. 11, Feb. 25, 2007. Re_port to the 11Qth Coneress: RemJest for Congressional Oversight on the Towing Saf~
Advisory Committee. (TSAC). llp. $3.20.
DR-417. Rev. 2, Oct 10, 2011. Report to the 112th. Congress: Re9J1est for Continued Congressional Oversight on the Towind
Safety Advisory Committee CTSACj. 11 p. $3 .20.
DR-417-A. Rev. 1, Aug. 27, 2008. Comments on Revising NVIC 4-01, "Licensing and Manning for Officers of Towing
Vessels" to the Towing Safety Advisory Committee. 9p. $2.80.
DR-417-B. June 16, 2011. NMA Comments to the Towing Safety Advisory Committee Meeting. June 16. 2011. Docket
#USCG-2011-0144, 12p. $3.40.
DR-418. Aug. 3, 2005. When Past Crimes Return to Haunt You. [Evaluation of Character Issues and Violations of Law.
Contains MSM Vol. 3 Excerpt.] lOp. $3.20.
Charts and Publications:
DR-420. Rev. 1. Nov. 24, 2005. Correcting and Maintaining Your Nautical Charts and Publications. 8p. $2.60.
DR-420-A. June 25, 2008. Nautical Charts and Coast Guard Inspections. 5p. $2.00.
DR-421. Nov. 22, 2005. GCMA Suggestions for an Apprentice Mate/Steersman Model Training Course. [Suggestions
presented to TSAC}. 4p. $1.80.
DR-426, Rev. 1. Aug. 27, 2007. Remm to Conmss: Challenges Facing the Coast Guard's Mari:iie Safetv Proa;ram ..
Effectively Regulating the Towing lndustrv 14p. $3.80. [Key Words: Dry Cargo Barges; Construction Barges; OSHA]
DR-427. Mar. 24, 2005. ARTCO-Six Mariners Stand Up Against Intimidation to Move Oversize & Overloaded Tows. 16p.
$4.20.

R-429 (Series) Coast Guard Investigations and Administrative Law. [Also see Report #R-389; #R-396; #R-204, Rev. I}
DR-429,Re~ 1, Sept 5,20101 NMAR.e.PorttoConaress: SbortcommgsinMarineSafetyinyestiK~tiOPSl· sip] $11.20.
DR-429-A, Rev 1. Mar. 20, 2007. U.S. Coast Guard Marine Casualty Investigations and Rq>orting: Analysis and
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Recommendations for Improvement By James G. Byers, Susan G. Hill, & Anita Rothblum. Interim Report, August 1994.
[Reprint of the 1994 Coast Guard R&D Report.] 66p. $14.20. (Gov't Report)
DR-429-B, Rev. 1. July 26, 1996. Report of the USCG Quality Action Team on Marine Safety Investigations 78p. $16.60.
[Gov't Report.)
DR-429-C, Rev. 1. Aug. 30, 2010. Coast Guard Marine Casualty Investigations. 12p. $3.40.
DR-429-D. (Series) Oct. 8, 2006. Coast Guard Investigations: Buzzard's Bay Tank Barge Grounding and Oil Spill. April 27.
2003. 12p. $3.40.
DR-429-E. Nov. 20, 2006. Accident Investigations: If You Are Involved in an Accident. Don't Expect to be Read Your
Rights. [Formerly #R-3 74.]. 2p. $1.40
DR-429-G. Rev.~- Feb. 24, 2007 .. Rc;port to Con&ress: Shatpening Accident Investigation ToolS By Establishing LogbooJj
Standards for Lower-Level MarinerS. (Replaces Report #R-291, Rev. 1). lip. $3.20.
DR-429-1. Rev.2.
Mar. 24, 2007. Investigations: Enforcement of Existing Personal Injurv Reporting Requirements.
(Replaces report #R-291, Rev. 1) 7p. $2.40.
DR-429-~. July 4, 2007. Investigations: Rej)Ort to Congress- Coast Guard Abuses of the Administrative Law Systeiil 28p.
$6.00
DR-429-~. (Aug. 8, 2007. Congressional Subcommittee Hears About Coast-Guard Abuse of the Adminl&trative Law System
[Report on Congressional Hearing held July 31, 2007] 52p. $11.40.
DR-429-L. Rev. 2. July 9, 2008. The Coast Guard Hates Whistleblowers: The Eric Shine Story. 16p. $4.20. [Also see our reports#
R-204;Rev. 1, and #R-429-Q.]
DR-429-M. May 9, 2008. United States Coast Guard's Management of the Marine Casualty Investigations Program.
[Contains reprint ofDepartment ofHomeland Security Report #OIG-08-51] 48p. $10.60. (Gov't Report]
DR-429-~. July 28, 2008. Rc;port to the 110th Congress: Maritime Towing Accideiits Involving Apprentice Mates!S eet;11~
24p. $5.80.
DR-429-0 Aug. 11, 2008 ...NMA Petitions the Coast Guard to Change the AU System. lOp. $3.00
DR-429-P, Rev. 1. Jan. 1, 2010. Mariners Drown When "Justice Capsizes"- The Murray Rogers Case. 9p. $2.80.
DR-429-Q. Mar. 21,2009. U.S. Coast Guard versus Lt. Eric N. Shine. 34p. $7.80. [Also see our reports #R-204;Rev. J,and
#R-429-L]
DR-429-S June 26, 2009 NMA Letter to Congressional Requesters on the Government Accountability Office (GAO) Report
#09-498 on the Coast Guard's Administrative Law System. 12p. $3.40.
DR-429-T. Apr. 30, 2010. Geneva Conventions Re-defined by Eric N. Shine. 12p. $3.40. [Also see our reports# R-204;Rev. 1,
R-429-L and R-429-Q.]
DR-429-V. Aug.20, 2010. NMA Rewrt to Congress on PHS •'Recommendations to Iri:iprove the Coast Giiifif'8S:vstetn fdi
Adjudicating Swmension and Revocation Matteri." 46p. $10.20 [Includes Reprints ofDHS Report #OIG-10-1 07.]
DR-429-W. Oct. 5, 2010. Allegations of Misconduct Within the Coast Guard Administrative Law Judge Program (Redacted).54
p., $11.80. [Reprint ofDHS OIG Report #R-OIG-10-108]
DR-429-X., Rev 1. Mar. 10, 2011. The Coast Guard Abused Captain Rogers Just Because They Could. 8p. $2.60. By Capt.
Murray Rogers.
Tonnage Issues
DR-430. Rev.2. June 25,2006. What is an OSV? [fTC Tonnage vs GRTtonnage. Formerly #R-167.] 3p. $1.60.
Small Passenger Vessel Casualties. [Also see #R-441]
DR-432. Aug. 15, 2006. Coast Guard Inspection SNAFU Leaves Four Dead and Many Injured and Hundreds of Boat Owners
Affected. [Lady D Accident in Baltimore Harbor.] 47p. $10.40.
Towing Vessel Fatalities
DR-433. Sept. 17, 2006. Towing Vessel Fatalities. GCMA Coverage of Two Accidents on TSAC Sept. 2006 Agenda. [Fatal
accidents, Death ofJoseph Hulen on MIV Wally Roller and the MIV A. V. Kastner accident]. 12p. $3.40.
DR-436. Rev. 3, Mar. 5, 2009. The Coast Guard Appeals Process. lOp. $3.80.
DR-437. Nov. 28, 2006. Ways to Retain New Crewmembers and Keep Seasoned Crews. [By Capt. David C. Whitehurst]
2p. $1.40.
DR-438, Rev. 1. Mar. 12, 2008. Criminalization of Mariners. lOp. $3.00
Mariner Health & Medical Issues:
DR-440-A, Rev. 1. Sept 30, 2008. Mariner Health and the New Medical NVIC.
DR-440-B. April13, 2009. Abuses of the Medical NVIC: An Assault on Our Mariners. 16p. [Key Words: Body Mass Index]
DR-440-C. Rev. 1. Jan. 25, 2012. Obstructive Sleep Apnea. 9p. $2.80.
DR-440-D. Apr. 16, 2011. The National Budget Crisis: Time to End the National Maritime Center's Medical Evaluation
Boondoggle. 1lp. $3.20
DR-441, July 21, 2007, Coast Guard Obstructs Preventive Maintenance- NTSB. 4p. $1.80
DR-442, Aug. 2, 2007, Hearing on Challenges Facing the Coast Guard's Marine Safety Program. 105p. $22.00. [GCMA
A-~

testified in the hearing on Aug. 2, 2007. See #R-350, Rev. 3 for our prepared testimony.]
DR-443. Aug. 13, 2004. Black Listing and the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRAl . 8p. $2.60

Pollution Prevention & Environmental Crimes:
DR-444. Jan. 20, 2006. Bilge Water Processing Equipment: Comments to the Docket. 31p. $7.20. [By Glenn L. Pigott &
Richard A. Block]
DR-444-A, Rev. 1. Feb. 21,2008. Coast Guard Environmental Crime Disclosure Policy. 12p. $3.40.
DR-444-B. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)- [Vessel General Permit Regulations Eff. Feb. 6, 2008.]
6p. $2.20.
DR-444-C. May 24, 2010. Investigative Reoort on Minerals Management Service by the Department of the Interior Inspector
General. 12p. $3.40. (Govt Report]
DR-445, Rev.l. Mar. 8, 2012. RCl!Qrt to Conaress: Coast Guard Failed to Protect Mariners from Asbesto§. lOp. $3.00.
OR-446. Rev.l. Feb. 25, 2008 Proposed Rule Changes Affect Towing Vessel Officers. 19p. $4.80
OR-447. Nov. 6, 2007, "Sailor Tax" Fraud." 24p. $5.80.
DR-448. Rev. 1, July 9, 2011 Reconsider the Use of Assessment Periods in Merchant Mariner Credentialing. llp. $3.20.
OR-450. July 15, 2008. Maritime Confmed Space Fatalities. [Includes MAJB report on MIV Viking !slay fatalities in OSV
Chain Locker.]
OR-451. Dec. 5, 2008 . Towing Vessel Officers Need Stability Training. 17p.
DR-452. Dec. 9, 2008. Towing Industrv Statistics. 7p. $240
DR-453. Oct. 9, 2009. Seafarer Shoreside Access. 5p. $2.00.
International Labour Organisation:
DR-454-A. July 2, 2006. International Labour Organisation (ILO) Maritime Labour Convention, 2006. 105p. $22.00
OR-455, Rev. 3. Sept. 22, 2010. Food Service Aboard Commercial Vessels Served by our Mariners. 3p. $1.60.
Commercial Vessel Theft
DR-456, Rev. 1.. Dec. 1, 2010. The Krutko Case: Commercial Boat Theft. Government Corruption. and False Imprisonment In
the Sunshine State. 20p. $5.00
DR-457. Dec. 8, 2010. Information on the EPA Marine Engine Remanufacture Program. 15p. $4.00.
DR-458. June 30, 2011. Federal Advisory Committees: An Overview. By Wendy S. Ginsberg, Congressional Research
Service. 23 pgs. $5.60.
DR-459. April 2011. Report and Recommendation of the Special Master Concerning NOAA Enforcement Action of Certain
Designated Cases. By Hon. Charles B. Swartwood, III (ret.), Special_Master, JAMS, and Assistants Petia l. Loukova
Iannicelli, Esq. and Tony K.Lu, Esq.
DR-460. Nov. 10, 2011. New Focus on Regulating Offshore Drilling and Production. [Address by BSEE Director Bromwich
to IADC] 6p. $2.20.
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BR 200. [RemmrbeFeda-sR 37() L, 11/18/09.]
BR 202 A {Ren~mtbeFed as #R 27~ K, RC-Y.3. Cenlenls lAsed i11 #R 37(), Rf!\•. 4, ChBpler15.}
BR 203 A,/ BR 203 B. IBR 203 D. IBR 203 E. Willubewn.
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BR 23 9. [Replaced by RepeYI #R 2 79, Rev. 8]
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BR 261. [RenblmbeFed 85 #R 4()1 J]
BR 267. {Re>.>ised end renbtmbered as l'IUA RepeYI #R 351 A}
BR 272. [*lenee!ed. ~/1/U]
BR 276 B. {Dlneekd UJ/14/11]
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BR 3 4 7, Re't'. 1. {Cancelled. R<Nised, H[Jdated & l<en~mheYed as #R 2(}2 B.}
BR 3 4 8. {Re.,·ised, U[Jdated, and 1'C n~mheYCd as RC[Je1't #R 211.].
BR 3 50. Re'<'. 5, "Issue L" Renumhe."ed as #R 2UJ, Rev. 1
BR 354 B. {Resen•ed]
BR 370 C Re'<'. 2. {Withdrawn ~/(}9; Centent magedwilh #R 370 D, Re>.•.e]
BR 3 70 K. {Uerged inte R 2(}2, Re>.•. 5, Case #1}
BR 370 J. {Renffi'llheYCdas #R 401 Nasa dee~ment e-fpessih!e "Histel'ieal" inteYCSt.]
SR 3 75. {Re>.•ised and Yeli~mheYCd R 3 70 G, Re>.•. }}
BR 384, Re·; .l, {Withdt'tflvn. See News!etteY #78}
BR 388. {fVilhdrewl'r].
SR 407. {TVithdFtlwn. Nl£ #82}
BR 410. {WithdFtiWI'r}
BR 4 11. {Re·,rised and 1'C n~mhe,.ed as #R 293 B, Re~·. 5}
BR 4 15 A . {Ret,rised, U[Jdated, and 1'C n~mhCYCd as Re[Jer=t #R 211}.
BR 422. {RenttmheYCdas #R 333, R<N. 1}
BR 4 28 B. {Withdt'tfl~·n and I'CfJlaeed with R# 2(}3 A}.
BR 428 J. {Withd."tl''vn. Repleeed hy $R 428 K, Re-v. 1.}
BR 429 F. {ReplaeedhyR 438 B, R<N. 1.]
BR 429 R {Repl-aced hj' R 429 P, Re>.·. J.]
BR 43 3 A UeYged inte R 3(}3, Re·... 5 as Case #11}
BR 439. {Canceled o~tdated.} [.%,. TW!C infaffllatien ge te WlV'I"V.tsa.ge ..·/twie}
BR 4 49, Re't'. 1. Re[Jl-aeed hj' R 2(}3 C, Re>.•. 2.
BR 429 U. Canceled. RC[Jlaeed by R 459. See File #GCU 304.
BR 4 40, ReY. 1. },Javed te #R 2(}2, Re>.•. 5 as Case #1.}
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PETITION TO CONGRESS:
TO CURB ON-BOARD SMOKING TO PROMOTE MERCHANT MARINER HEALTH
OUR PETITION
The National Mariners Association (NMA) on behalf of
''limited tonnage" merchant mariners whose health and
welfare are at risk from the actions of "active smokers" and
the consequent production of secondhand tobacco smoke
hereby petitions the Congress:
To require the Coast Guard to initiate rulemaking to
protect mariners under their superintendence from the
actions of active smokers and the health consequences of
secondhand smoke on inspected vessels to the same degree
and extent that they protect their own personnel from those
same dangers.

NO SMOKING ON BOARD- AN OVERVIEW
By Captain Joel Milton
[Source: WorkBota, June 21, 201 I. By Capt. Joel Milton.
Joel has worked aboard fishing boats, pilot boats, Coast
Guard cutters and small boats, dredge tenders, offshore
crewboats and supply boats, towing vessels, a small container
ship, and a wide variety of small craft. He current('.' works on
a tug-barge transporting black oil in the Northeast. Joel is a
member of our Association and is co-Director of the Master
of Towing Vessel Association (MTVA). Emphasis is ours.}

Despite the evidence,111 the nwrine industry and its
regulators continue to put off doing the right thing.
Meanwhile many people are forced to jeopardize their health
from the regular exposure to a cocktail of toxins because of
the selfish and thoughtless behavior of a shrinking minority.
111
[ 771e "evidence" appears in NMA Report #R-341-A. The
Health Consequences of lnvoluntarv Exposure to Tobacco
Smoke- i.e., the Surgeon General's Report}
For all practical purposes, this is a condition of
employmenJ that has to be accepted or rejected more-or-less
in whole, putting nwriners in a 11o-win situation. It is also an
aspect of the marine industry that damages its reputation and
makes it an unattractive career choice.
If you haven't figured it out by now, I'm talking about
smoking. The scientific evidence is irrefutable that exposure
to secondhand smoke, even for brief periods, is bad for your

health. Continuous exposure to secondhand smoke can lead
to chronic health problems, such as asthma and heart disease.
and even cause cancer. It's also a filthy and disgusting habit
that can be terrible (or crew morale, much like living with
someone who doesn't practice adequate personal hygiene. A
work boat's tight con tines with an IN AC system ensuring that
secondhand smoke circulates 24-7 throughout the vessel can
make for a truly awful experience.
On land, many city, county and state governments have
become proactive and placed the burden right where it
belongs- on the smokers. Mariners, however, have been left
without a11y protection. The Coast Guard doesn't permit its
personnel to be exposed to secondhand smoke. but it sits
silently by ignoring the problem while it cracks down on
regulations governing mariner health standards. This just
does not add up. For the most part, operating companies seem
to be either indifferent to the problem or treat it as a minefield
to be avoided at all costs. When formal smoking policies are
in place, they tend to be loose and leave far too much
discretion up to a vessel's supervisory personnel, who are
often the root cause of the problem. So far, this approach has
been ineffective at protecting non-smokers from exposure.
The worst culprits are those in the top positio11s onboard
the vessels. Tug captains and senior tankermen on the barges
view their positions as a license to have it their way without
taking into consideration those that may be harmed in the
process. Nicotine is a highly addictive drug, and you can't
leave it up to the addicts to do what's right for the rest of their
crew, whose safety and welfare they are responsible for.
Adult intervention from the outside is clearly required.
The marine industry, particularly the limited-tonnage
towing and oilfield sectors, has a long history of complaining
about what it views as unnecessary meddling and misguided
regulation. At the same time, the industry often refuses to
take common-sense steps that would eliminate the need for
regulation.
This pattern has been going on for a long time and,
particularly in this case, utterly fails mariners. But when
mariners attempt to organize in any way in their O\lfll defense
it is viewed as a threat. The industry needs to realize that it
can't have it both ways. It (i11dustry) must lead, follow, or
get out of the way.
So, where is a good place to start? That's easy. All
operating companies need to quickly adopt a clear policy that
puts the health of non-smokers first, before smokers who

want to indulge their habit. Non-smokers should not have to
be involuntarily exposed to cigarette smoke, whether it is
secondhand, third or otherwise.
There should be no
exceptions.
The American Waterways Operators should step up and
lead by adding a clear requirement to their Responsible
Carrier Program (RCP) that reflects this type of company
smoking policy as a pre-condition for certification. And most
importantly, the Coast Guard should use a powerful tool it has
at its disposal- the Legislative Change Proposal- to cover all
the bases and let Congress know that a swift legal remedy is
called (or but is beyond the agency's present authority (if
that is the case). Congress needs to pass a law that pennits
smoking only when circumstances guarantee that nonsmokers are completely unaffected. It must be unequivocal
and there can be no loopholes.
And what if no action is taken? Eventually, if things
remain on this trajectory, frustration and anger could
conceivably result in a federal class-action lawsuit. Call this
extreme remedy the "nuclear option."
It would be a terrible shame if it comes down to a lawsuit,
but sometimes change must be forced on people. A lawsuit,
while effective, would also be expensive and time-consuming.
But we don't need any more studies, and we don't need to
wait for people to finally come around someday. What we
really need is action. NOW.

related smoking in the commercial industry and there are
110 plans to do so at this time. The Coast Guard regulations
regarding smoking on commercial vessels are generally for
fire prevention purposes ... "
The Coast Guard has been aware of our concerns for the
past ten (10) years and clearly has not acted to initiate any
changes. We question whether they even have the authority
to do so and, therefore petition Congress to initiate action.
Smoking Policies in Confined Spaces
Prior to addressing the smoking issue with Coast Guard
officials, our Association asked AMTRAK what public and
corporate policies were in effect for AMTRAK passenger
trains. At the time, both the Coast Guard and the Federal
Railroad Administration were agencies of the U.S.
Department of Transportation.
The Federal Railroad
Administration oversees and provides financial assistance to
AMTRAK and administers special governmental financial
assistance programs. AMTRAK moves approximately 25
million passengers a year. We received this answer from R.
Clifford Black, IV, Director of Special Projects as follows:
"Thank you for your letter of March 28, 2001, in which
you inquire about smoking regulations on board Amtrak
intercity trains.
"No statute prohibits smoking on Amtrak trains.
However, as a matter of operational policy, Amtrak prohibits
smoking on board virtually all its trains, with the exception
of most long-distance (overnight) trains, where provision is
made for smoking in designated areas.rn The designated
area usually consists of a specially ventilated smoking room
either in a coach (hi-level Superliners) or in the lounge car
(single-level trains). Smoking elsewhere by passengers is
prohibited. rrnwe note that since 2005 smoking has been
prohibited on all AMTRAK imercity trains. Specific outdoor
smoking stops are scheduled.]
"The policy as it relates to employees is as follows:
General Rules governing the conduct of service employees:
Item 8. The use of chewing tobacco, cigarettes, pipes,
cigars, chewing gum, snuff or toothpicks in the presence of
passengers is prohibited.
Item 38. On-board personnel must enforce smoking
restrictions in cars for which they are responsible.
Employees will adhere to these regulations as well.
"General rules governing Train and Engine crews ...
Item 44. Train crews will be responsible for enforcement
of smoking restrictions. Enforcement must be accomplished
with tact and utmost courtesy. Smoking is prohibited in
train vestibules."
Conclusion #1: The Coast Guard failed to offer the same
degree of protection against the active and passive effects of
smoking to the merchant mariners that it superintends that they
enforce on their own civilian, officer, and enlisted personnel.
Conclusion #2:
AMTRAK, The National Railroad
Passenger Corporation subsidized by Congress, offered
internal policy protection against the active and passive
effects of smoking in the workplace to their own train
crewmembers as well as to members of the traveling public.
Recent changes in AMTRAK policy closed on board
smoking compartments in lounge cars reflect scientific
evidence that separately ventilated rooms do not control
exposures to secondhand smoke.
American merchant mariners on vessels up to 1,600 gross

BACKGROUND
Our Constituency
Our Association represents the common interests of
licensed and unlicensed ''limited-tonnage" mariners who,
by definition, serve on tugs, towboats, small passenger
vessels, and offshore supply vessels of up to 1,600 gross
register tons.
Out of a total of about 210,000 mariners holding Coast
Guard credentials, approximately 126,362 are "limitedtonnage'' mariners. This is a conservative estimate since
many mariners without Coast Guard or TSA credentials
exist outside that count.
The Basis of Our Petition
Title 46 U.S. Code §2103 places the Superintendence of
the merchant marine in the hands of the Secretary of
Homeland Security. Our Association formally addressed the
health issues of smoking with the Coast Guard and asked
about its smoking policy. CDR M. A. Prescott, former
Division Chief, Vessel and Facility Operating Standards
Division answered our letter as follows:
"On behalf of Admiral Loy, I am responding to your letter
of June 4, 2001, requesting information on the Coast Guard's
smoking policy onboard our vessels and whether any Coast
Guard initiatives were planned addressing health-related
concerns of mariners faced with exposure to second-hand
smoke on commercial vessels.
"Smoking in any Coast Guard floating unit, aircraft or vehicle
is prohibited except on weather decks of Coast Guard vessels
(small boats and cutters). The policy appears similar to the
Amtrak policy you enclosed with your letter in that it is based
on an employer's decision as opposed to a legal mandate.
"The Coast Guard does not currently regulate health-
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register tons are regulated by the U.S. Coast Guard rather than
by states and their political subdivisions. Mariners are subject
to stringent medical evaluations before credentials are issued,
upgraded, or reviewed. Prohibition on indoor smoking has
positive health value as shown in the Surgeon General's report.
Allowing employers to adopt "voluntary" non-smoking
policies on vessels in navigation they cannot physically
supervise leaves our mariners manning these vessels at risk.
Effective "no smoking" regulations require at least an
effective federal regulation that mandates employer and
employee compliance is necessary to protect the health and
welfare of our mariners.

occurs as an unavoidable consequence of breathing in a
smoke-filled environment. This is the problem our 'lowerlevel" mariners face in the enclosed environment in which
they must live and work - similar to life in an enclosed
railroad car or bus if smoking is permitted.
The 1979 Surgeon General's report contained a chapter on
"Involuntary Smoking" and was the topic for the entire 1986
Surgeon General's 359-page report titled The Health
Consequences of Involuntary Smoking.
The 2006 Surgeon General's Report: The Health
Consequences of Involuntary Exposure to Tobacco
Smoke
Twenty more years of research led to the release of the
latest report that reaffirmed and strengthened the findings of
the 1986 report. With regard to the involuntary exposure of
non-smokers to tobacco smoke, the scientific evidence now
supports the following major conclusions: 111 [ 1112006
Report, Erecutive Summary, page 9, "Major Conclusions.]
I. Secondhand smoke causes premature death and disease
in children and in adults who do not smoke.
2. Children exposed to secondhand smoke are at an
increased risk for sudden infant death syndrome (SillS),
acute respiratory infections, ear problems, and more
severe asthma. Smoking by parents causes respiratory
symptoms and slows lung growth in their children.
3. Exposure of adults to secondhand smoke has immediate
adverse effects on the cardiovascular system and causes
coronary heart disease and lung cancer.
4. The scientific evidence indicates that there is no riskfree level of exposure to secondhand smoke.
5. Many millions of Americans, both children and adults,
are still exposed to secondhand smoke in their homes
and workplaces despite substantial progress in tobacco
control.
6. Eliminating smoking in indoor spaces fully protects
nonsmokers from exposure to secondhand smoke.
Separating smokers from non-smokers, cleaning the air,
and ventilating buildings cannot eliminate exposure of
non-smokers to secondhand smoke.

DISCUSSION
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Public Policy: The Surgeon General's Reports
The topic of smoking involves "voluntary'' or active smoking
as well as "involuntary'' or inhaling secondhand smoke by
individuals who may be either smokers or non smokers.
The Surgeon General first raised public awareness of the
health consequences of active smoking in 1964. In 1972 the
Surgeon general raised the issue that non-smokers inhale the
mixture of sidestream smoke given off by a smoldering
cigarette and mainstream smoke exhaled by a smoker, a
mixture now referred to as secondhand smoke or
environmental tobacco smoke.
The 1982 Surgeon General's Report stated: "Cigarette
smoking is the major single cause of cancer mortality in the
United States." This statement is as true today as it was in
1982 and is backed by years of research. Because cigarette
smoking and tobacco use is an acquired behavior, one that
the individual chooses to do, smoking is the most
preventable cause of premature death in our society. Yet, 48
million adults (25.7 million men and 22.3 million women)
were current smokers in 1997. According to the American
Cancer Society's Cancer Prevention Study II, it is estimated
that 430,700 U.S. deaths per year (nearly one in five) were
attributed to smoking from 1990-1994. Cil!arettes kill more
Americans than alcohol, car accidents. suicide, AIDS.
homicide. and illegal drugs.
Cigarette smoking is a major cause of cancers of the lung,
larynx, oral cavity, pharynx and esophagus and is a
contributing cause in the development of cancers of the
bladder, pancreas, uterine, cervix, kidney, stomach, and
some leukemia's. Smoking causes about 87% of lung
cancer deaths. Lung cancer is one of the most difficult
cancers to treat. It is very difficult to detect when it is in the
earliest, most treatable stage. Fortunately, lung cancer is
largely a preventable disease. Groups that advocate nonsmoking as part of their religion such as Mormons and
Seventh-day Adventists, have much lower rates of lung
cancer and other smoking-related cancers.
Smoking is a major cause of heart disease, bronchitis,
emphysema, and stroke and contributes to the severity of
colds and pneumonia. Tobacco has a damaging affect on
women's reproductive health and is associated with
increased risk of miscarriage, pre-term delivery, stillbirth,
and infant death, and is a cause of low birth weight in
infants. Furthermore, the smoke from cigarettes has a
harmful health effect on those around the smoke.
Smoking becomes "involuntary" when the exposure

"Active" Smokers and Secondhand Smoke on
Small Commercial Vessels
Smoking is a personal habit that is increasingly under attack
not only because it has proven to be unhealthy but also because
of the effects of "second hand smoke." The effects of second
hand smoke are especially pervasive on all small commercial
vessels because it is re-circulated through a vessel's central
heating and cooling system or simply remains in galleys.
lounges and public accommodation areas.
Ingredients in Tobacco
Cigarettes, cigars, and smokeless and pipe tobacco consist
of dried tobacco leaves, as well as ingredients added for
flavor and other properties. More than 4,000 individual
chemical compounds have been identified in tobacco and
tobacco smoke. Among these are about 43 compounds that
are carcinogens (i.e., are proven to cause cancer).
The effects of burning the additives used in cigarettes are
not well understood. Substances that seem harmless or even
beneficial when eaten as food can have entirely different
effects when burned and breathed as smoke.
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Nicotine Addiction
Addiction is characterized by the repeated, compulsive
seeking or use of a substance despite harmful consequences.
Addiction is often accompanied by adverse physical and
psychological dependence on the substance. Nicotine is the
addictive drug in tobacco. Regular use of tobacco products
leads to addiction in a high proportion of users.
In 1988, the U.S. Surgeon General concluded the
following on nicotine addiction:
• Nicotine is the drug in tobacco that causes addiction.
• Cigarettes and other forms of tobacco are addicting.
• The pharmacological and behavioral processes that
determine tobacco addiction are similar to those that
determine addiction to drugs such as heroin and cocaine.
Nicotine is found in substantial amounts in all forms of
tobacco. It is absorbed readily from tobacco smoke in the
lungs and from smokeless tobacco in the mouth or nose and
rapidly spreads throughout the body.
Tobacco companies are required by law to report nicotine
levels in cigarettes to the Federal Trade Commission (FfC)
but are not required to show the amount of nicotine on the
cigarette brand labeling. The actual amount of nicotine
available to the smoker in a given brand of cigarettes may be
different from the level reported to the FTC.
Benefits of Breaking the Habit
In September 1990, the U.S. Surgeon General outlined the
benefits as follows:
• People who quit, regardless of age, live longer than people
who continue to smoke.
• Smokers who quit before age 50 have half the risk of dying
in the next 15 years compared with those who continue to
smoke.
• Quitting smoking substantially decreases the risk of cancer
of the lung, larynx, pharynx, esophagus, mouth, pancreas,
bladder, and cervix.
• Benefits of quitting include reduced risk for other major
diseases including coronary heart disease, lung diseases,
and cardiovascular disease.
The risk of having lung cancer and other smoking-related
cancers is related to total lifetime exposure to cigarette
smoke, as measured by the number of cigarettes smoked
each day, the age at which smoking began, and the number
of years a person has smoked. The risk increases steadily
with the number of cigarettes smoked per day. In those who
smoke 40 or more cigarettes a day (2 or more packs), the
risk of lung cancer is nearly 20 times the risk in nonsmokers.
The risk of having lung cancer and other cancers can be
reduced if you quit smoking. The risk of lung cancer is less
in people who quit smoking than in people who continue to
smoke the same number of cigarettes per day, and the risk
decreases as the number of years since quitting increases.
Second Hand Smoke- Clean Indoor Air
Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) also called second
hand smoke, or passive smoke, is the combination of two forms
of smoke from burning tobacco products: sidestream, or smoke
that comes from a lighted cigarette, pipe, or cigar, and
mainstream smoke, or the smoke that is exhaled by a smoker.
The exposure of nonsmokers to ETS is referred to as
involuntary smoking or passive smoking. Nonsmokers who
are exposed to ETS absorb nicotine and other compounds

just as smokers do, and the greater the exposure to ETS, the
greater the level of these harmful compounds in the body.
The Environmental Protection Agency has classified ETS
as a Class A carcinogen. Tobacco smoke contains over
4,000 chemical compounds with forty-three cancer-causing
chemicals identified.
Heart disease, lung cancer, and other cancers caused by
exposure to ETS result in an estimated 53,000 deaths annually
in the United States. This makes second hand smoke the third
leading cause of death, behind only active smoking and alcohol.
Each year, about 3,000 non-smoking adults die of lung cancer
from breathing the smoke of others' cigarettes. ETS also causes
other respiratory problems in non-smokers, including coughing,
phlegm, chest discomfort, and reduced lung function.
According to the EPA, each year exposure to environmental
tobacco smoke contributes to 150,000 to 300,000 lower
respiratory tract infections (such as pneumonia and bronchitis)
in infants and children younger than 18 months of age in this
country. of asthma in about 20% of this country's 2 to 5 million
asthmatic children.
These infections result in 7,500 to 15,000 hospitalizations
every year. Second hand smoke increases the number of
asthma attacks and the severity The 1986 Surgeon General's
Report reached three important conclusions about second-hand
smoke: The 2006 Surgeon General's report strengthens these
conclusions with additional research studies.
• Involuntary smoking causes disease, including lung
cancer, in healthy non-smokers. The children of parents
who smoke compared with the children of non-smoking
parents have an increased frequency of respiratory
infections, increased respiratory symptoms, and slower
development of lung function as the lung matures, and are
more likely to have middle-ear disease.
• The simple separation of smokers and non-smokers within
the same air space may reduce, but does not eliminate the
exposure of the non-smoker to environmental tobacco
smoke.
There are three areas where you should be especially
concerned about exposure to second hand smoke:
• Your workplace - According to government estimates, 83%
of worker-health complaints related to problems with indoorair quality would be eliminated with the creation of smokefree work places. Over the next 45 years, smoke-free work
places could prevent over 32,000 cancer deaths and over
75,000 heart disease deaths. Workplace smoking restrictions
may also serve to encourage smokers who wish to quit
smoking or reduce their consumption of tobacco products.
• Public places - Everyone is vulnerable to ETS exposure in
public places, such as restaurants, shopping centers, public
transportation, schools and day care centers. Although
some businesses are reluctant to ban smoking, there is no
credible evidence that going smoke-free is bad for
business. Public places where children go are a special
area of concern.
• Your home- Making your home smoke-free is perhaps one
of the most important things you can do. Think about it:
we spend more time in our homes than anywhere else. A
smoke-free home protects your family, your guests, and
even your pets.
Public policies to protect people from secondhand smoke
and to protect children from tobacco-caused diseases and
addiction can be enacted at the local, state, or federal levels.
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However. state laws and ordinances generally have no effect
upon commercial vessels operated and crewed by our
mariners. Because there are no safe levels of second hand
smoke, it is important that any such policies be as strong as
possible and that they do not prevent action at other levels of
government.
The Role of the Master
The master of a commercial vessel is responsible taking
care of his crew - including caring for their health and
welfare.
This includes affording his crew reasonable
protection from the dangers of second hand smoke cited in
the USPHS Surgeon General's report. In fact, the master is
the crew's most important line of defense. If the employer
has included a smoking policy in his company operations
manual. then it is incumbent upon the Master to enforce that
policy regardless of his personal preferences. Unfortunately,
many employers do not establish or enforce "no smoking"
policies because they may be unpopular. However, the
absence of a "no smoking" policy creates an unhealthy
working environment for vessels crewed by live-aboard
personnel. It also creates an unhealthy living environment
because of the continual circulation of trapped tobacco
smoke by the heating and ventilation system.
Company Policy
Some enlightened boat companies have a smoking policy that
generally conforms to the factual evidence publicized by the
Surgeon General. Many of these companies have posted signs
in the galley and other public places that state their policy. It is
up to the Master to enforce the stated company policy as well as
it is his duty to protect his crew !Tom harm. This is especially
important for an increasing number of individuals who are
allergic to second hand smoke. Many of these individuals are
former smokers that have broken the habit.
On one vessel, for example the company port captain and
other supervisory personnel took it upon themselves not to
enforce their company's policy. In doing so, they openly
violated their obligation to support the vessel Master who was
abiding by the rules over the objections of an unruly crew and
resulted in the master losing his job. Our Association found this
conduct an unacceptable breach of supervisory responsibility.
After hearing evidence including several tape recordings and a
video tape, our Association reported the incident to the
president of the company- American Commercial Barge Unes
(ACBL). This is one of the country's largest towing vessel and
barge operators. The company elected to ignore the letter
clearly indicating their contempt for promoting the good health
of the mariners they employ.
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drilling barges and towing vessels had not received the
workplace protections that Congress mandated for most
other workers under the Occupational Safety and Health Act
of 1970. t/JRefer to NMA Report #R-300 on our website.]
The Mallard Bay case left either OSHA or the Coast
Guard with an obligation to see that the mariner's workplace
provides health and safety protections!
Congress has
directed the Coast Guard to inspect towing vessels in the
Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004. The
current rulemaking would provide an excellent vehicle to
provide workplace protection against secondhand smoke- if
the Coast Guard has both direction and authority to do so.
The accommodation spaces on any towing vessel serve
as an office. as sleeping quarters, and a work area. The
unhealthy shortcomings found on many vessels are a
pressing matter of concern sooner rather than later because
of the crew shortage that already exists. If anything is
unhealthy, it has to be smoking ... and this is borne out by the
Surgeon General's Report.
Captain Ashford. who is allergic to smoke, points out
that mariners are a major group of workers that are left
behind and that many vessels do not have designated
smoking and non-smoking areas. He points out that air
handlers in the pilothouse and crew accommodations only
re-circulate heated and cooled air and all crewmembers,
smokers and non-smokers alike are forced to breathe
secondhand smoke. He worked on towboats that "are
constantly burning around the clock." The 2006 Surgeon
General's report more than backs him up in its findings that
separating smokers from non-smokers in enclosed spaces
simply is not effective.
Captain Ashford is not out to ban smoking, only to do as
the Coast Guard does on its own vessels, namely prohibit
smoking "indoors" but allow it on the weather decks.
Our Association's Role: Since this is a matter that is
important to the health and welfare of every crewmember. it is
worthy of our support. We reiterate that Captain Ashford is
not on a crusade to "prohibit" smoking, only to control where
smoking takes place to outside of enclosed areas of the boat
where he and other mariners do not have to breathe it.

Controlling Secondhand smoke
NMA member and towboat Captain Ray Ashford
spearheaded the Association's efforts to control secondhand
smoke. Ray says, "I have nothing against smokers .. .it's just
the smoke I can't handle." He provided some solid evidence
based on the Surgeon General's report that shows the
dangers of smoking as well as the dangers from second-hand
smoke. This is a particularly important health issue with
Ray, who is allergic to smoke.
Workplace safety and health. The Supreme Court
decision in Chao vs. Mallard Bay Drilling1n, points out that
mariners serving on uninspected vessels such as uninspected
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The 2006 Surgeon General's Report: The Health
Consequences of Involuntary Exposure to Tobacco Smoke
Twenty more years of research led to the release of the latest
report that reaffirmed and strengthened the findings of the
1986 report. With regard to the involuntary exposure of nonsmokers to tobacco smoke, the scientific evidence now
supports the following major conclusions: (J) ( 1)2006 Report,
£yecutive Summary, page 9, ··Major Conclusions.]
I. Secondhand smoke causes premature death and disease
in children and in adults who do not smoke.
2. Children exposed to secondhand smoke are at an increased
risk for sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), acute
respiratory infections, ear problems, and more severe
asthma Smoking by parents causes respiratory symptoms
and slows lung growth in their children.
3. Exposure of adults to secondhand smoke has immediate
adverse effects on the cardiovascular system and causes
coronary heart disease and lung cancer.
4. The scientific evidence indicates that there is no risk-free
level of exposure to secondhand smoke.
5. Many millions of Americans, both children and adults, are
still exposed to secondhand smoke in their homes and
workplaces despite substantial progress in tobacco control.
6. Eliminating smoking in indoor spaces fully protects
nonsmokers from exposure to secondhand smoke.
Separating smokers from non-smokers, cleaning the air,
and ventilating buildings cannot eliminate exposure of
non-smokers to secondhand smoke.
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Message from Michael 0. Leavitt
Secretary of Healtlz a11d Hwnmz Services
This Surgeon General's report returns to the topic of the health effects of involuntary exposure to tobacco smoke. The last comprehensive review of this evidence by the Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS) was in the 1986 Surgeon General's report, Tile Healt11 Collseqllences of Invollmtary Smoki11g, published 20 years ago this year. This new report updates the
evidence of the harmful effects of involuntary exposure to tobacco smoke. This large body of
research findings is captured in an accompanying dynamic database that profiles key epidemiologic findings, and allows the evidence on health effects of exposure to tobacco smoke to
be synthesized and updated (following the format of the 2004 report, I11e Health Co1!seque11ces
of Smoking) . The database enables users to explore the data and studies supporting the conclusions in the report. The database is available on the Web site of the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) at http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco. I am grateful to the leadership of the
Surgeon General, CDC's Office on Smoking and Health, and all of the contributors for preparing
this important report and bringing this topic to the forefront once again.
Secondhand smoke, also known as environmental tobacco smoke, is a mixture of the smoke
given off by the burning end of tobacco products (sidestream smoke) and the mainstream smoke
exhaled by smokers. People are exposed to secondhand smoke at home, in the workplace, and in
other public places such as bars, restaurants, and recreation venues. It is harmful and hazardous
to the health of the general public and particularly dangerous to children. It increases the risk
of serious respiratory problems in children, such as a greater number and severity of asthma
attacks and lower respiratory tract infections, and increases the risk for middle ear infections.
It is also a known human carcinogen (cancer-causing agent). Inhaling secondhand smoke causes
lung cancer and coronary heart disease in nonsmoking adults.
We have made great progress since the late 1980s in reducing the involuntary exposure of
nonsmokers in this country to secondhand smoke. The proportion of nonsmokers aged 4 and
older with a blood cotinine level (a metabolite of nicotine) indicating exposure has declined
from 88 percent in 1988--1991 down to 43 percent in 2001-2002, a decline that exceeds the Healthy
People 2010 objective for this measure. Despite the great progress that has been made, involuntary exposure to secondhand smoke remains a serious public health hazard that can
be prevented by making homes, workplaces, and public places completely smoke-free.
As of the year 2000, more than 126 million residents of the United States aged 3 or older
still are estimated to be exposed to secondhand smoke. Smoke-free environments are
the most effective method for reducing exposures. Healthy People 2010 objectives address
this issue and seek optimal protection of nonsmokers through policies, regulations, and laws
requiring smoke-free environments in all schools, workplaces, and public places.
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Foreword
This twenty-ninth report of the Surgeon General documents the serious and
deadly health effects of involuntary exposure to tobacco smoke. Secondhand smoke is
a major cause of disease, including lung cancer and coronary heart disease, in healthy
nonsmokers.
In 2005, it was estimated that exposure to secondhand smoke kills more than
3,000 adult nonsmokers from lung cancer, approximately 46,000 from coronary heart disease, and an estimated 430 newborns from sudden infant death syndrome. In addition,
secondhand smoke causes other respiratory problems in nonsmokers such as coughing,
phlegm, and reduced lung function. According to the CDC's National Health Interview
Survey in 2000, more than 80 percent of the respondents aged 18 years or older believe that
secondhand smoke is harmful and nonsmokers should be protected in their workplaces.
Components of chemical compounds in secondhand smoke, including nicotine, carbon monoxide, and tobacco-specific carcinogens, can be detected in body fluids of exposed
nonsmokers. These exposures can be controlled. In 2005, CDC released the Tllird National
Report 011 Huma11 E:xposure to E11viromne11tal Cl~emicals, which found that the median cotinine level (a metabolite of nicotine) in nonsmokers had decreased across the life stages: by
68 percent in children, 69 percent in adolescents, and 75 percent in adults, when samples
collected between 1999 and 2002 were compared with samples collected a decade earlier.
These dramatic declines are further evidence that smoking restrictions in public places and
workplaces are helping to ensure a healthier life for.all people in the United States.
However, too many people continue to be exposed, especially children. The recent
data indicate that median cotinine levels in children are more than twice those of adults,
and non-Hispanic blacks have levels that are more than twice as high as those of Mexican
Americans and non-Hispanic whites. These disparities need to be better understood and
addressed.
Research reviewed in this report indicates that smoke-free policies are the most
economic and effective approach for providing protection from exposure to secondhand
smoke. But do they provide the greatest health impact. Separating smokers and nonsmokers in the same airspace is not effective, nor is air cleaning or a greater exchange of indoor
vvith outdoor air. Additionally, having separately ventilated areas for smoking may not
offer a satisfactory solution to reducing workplace exposures. Policies prohibiting smoking in the workplace have multiple benefits. Besides reducing exposure of nonsmokers
to secondhand smoke, these policies reduce tobacco use by smokers and change public
attitudes about tobacco use from acceptable to unacceptable.
Research indicates that the progressive restriction of smoking in the United States to
protect nonsmokers has had the additional health impact of reducing active smoking. In
November 2005, CDC's Tobacco-Free Campus policy took full effect in all facilities owned
by CDC in the Atlanta area. As the Director of the nation's leading health promotion and
disease prevention agency, I am proud to support this effort. With this commitment, CDC
continues to protect the health and safety of all of its employees and serves as a role model
for workplaces everywhere.
Julie Louise Gerberding, M.D., M.P.H.
Director
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
and
Administrator
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry

Preface
from tlze Sltrgeon General,
U.S. Departme11t of Health and Huma1l Services
T\venty years ago when Dr. C. Everett Koop released the Surgeon General's report,
Tize Health Consequences of InvolwztanJ Smoki11g, it was the first Surgeon General's report to
conclude that involuntary exposure of nonsmokers to tobacco smoke causes disease. The
topic of involuntary exposure of nonsmokers to secondhand smoke was first considered
in Surgeon General Jesse Steinfeld's 1972 report, and by 1986, the causal linkage between
inhaling secondhand smoke and the risk for lung cancer was clear. By then, there was also
abundant evidence of adverse effects of smoking by parents on their children.
Today, massive and conclusive scientific evidence documents adverse effects of
involuntary smoking on children and adults, including cancer and cardiovascular diseases
in adults, and adverse respiratory effects in both children and adults. This 2006 report of
the Surgeon General updates the 1986 report, Tize Health Coi!Sequences of Involwztan; Smoking, and provides a detailed review of the epidemiologic evidence on the health effects of
involuntary exposure to tobacco smoke. This new report also uses the revised standard
language of causality that was applied in the 2004 Surgeon General's report, Tize Health
C01zsequences of Smol.:i ng.
Secondhand smoke is similar to the mainstream smoke inhaled by the smoker in
that it is a complex mixture containing many chemicals (including formaldehyde, cyanide,
carbon monoxide, ammonia, and nicotine), many of which are known carcinogens. Exposure to secondhand smoke causes excess deaths in the U.S. population from lung cancer
and cardiac related illnesses. Fortunately, exposures of adults are declining as smoking
becomes increasingly restricted in workplaces and public places. Unfortunately, children
continue to be exposed in their homes by the smoking of their parents and other adults.
This exposure leads to unnecessary cases of bronchitis, pneumonia and worsened asthma.
Among children younger than 18 years of age, an estimated 22 percent are exposed to secondhand smoke in their homes, with estimates ranging from 11.7 percent in Utah to 34.2
percent in Kentucky.
As this report documents, exposure to secondhand smoke remains an alarming public health hazard. Approximately 60 percent of nonsmokers in the United States have biologic evidence of exposure to secondhand smoke. Yet compared with data reviewed in the
1986 report, I am encouraged by the progress that has been made in reducing involuntary
exposure in many workplaces, restaurants, and other public places. These changes are
most likely the major contributing factors to the more than 75 percent reduction in serum
cotinine levels that researchers have observed from 1988 to 1991. However, more than 126
million nonsmokers are still exposed. We now have substantial evidence on the efficacy
of different approaches to control exposure to secondhand smoke. Restrictions on smoking can control exposures effectively, but technical approaches involving air cleaning or
a greater exchange of indoor with outdoor air cannot. Consequently, nonsmokers need
protection through the restriction of smoking in public places and workplaces and by a
voluntary adherence to policies at home, particularly to eliminate exposures of children.
Since the release of the 1986 Surgeon General's report, the public's attitude and social
norms toward secondhand smoke exposure have changed significantly-a direct result of
the growing body of scientific evidence on the health effects of exposure to secondhand
smoke that is summarized in this report.
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Finally, clinicians should routinely ask about secondhand smoke exposure, particularly in susceptible groups or when a child has had an illness caused by secondhand
smoke, such as pneumonia. Because of the high levels of exposure among young children,
their exposure should be considered a significant pediatric issue. Additionally, exposure
to secondhand smoke poses significant risks for people with lung and heart disease. The
large body of evidence documenting that secondhand smoke exposures produce substantial and immediate effects on the cardiovascular system indicates that even brief exposures
could pose significant acute risks to older adults or to others at high risk for cardiovascular
disease. Those caring for relatives with heart disease should be advised not to smoke in the
presence of the sick relative.
An environment free of involuntary exposure to secondhand smoke should remain
an important national priority in order to reach the Healtlty People 2010 objectives.
Richard Carmona, M.D., M.P.H., F.A.C.S.
Surgeon General
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Tile Health Consequences of Involuntnry Exposure to Tobacco Smoke

Executive Summary
The topic of passive or involuntary smoking
was first addressed in the 1972 U.S. Surgeon General's report (TI1e Health Cousequences of SmoJ...-ing,
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
[USDHEW] 1972), only eight years after the first Surgeon General's report on the health consequences of
active smoking (USDHEW 1964). Surgeon General
Dr. Jesse Steinfeld had raised concerns about this
topic, leading to its inclusion in that report. According to the 1972 report, nonsmokers inhale the mixture
of sidestream smoke given off by a smoldering cigarette and mainstream smoke exhaled by a smoker, a
mixture now referred to as "secondhand smoke" or
"environmental tobacco smoke." Cited experimental
studies showed that smoking in enclosed spaces could
lead to high levels of cigarette smoke components in
the air. For carbon monoxide (CO) specifically, levels
in enclosed spaces could exceed levels then permitted
in outdoor air. The studies supported a conclusion that
"an atmosphere contaminated with tobacco smoke
can contribute to the discomfort of many individuals"
(USDHEW 1972, p. 7). The possibility that CO emitted
from cigarettes could harm persons with chronic heart
or lung disease was also mentioned.
Secondhand tobacco smoke was then addressed
in greater depth in Chapter 4 (Involuntary Smoking)
of the 1975 Surgeon General's report, Tiw Health Consequellces of Smoki11g (USDHEW 1975). The chapter noted
that involuntary smoking takes place when nonsmokers inhale both sidestream and exhaled mainstream
smoke and that this "smoking" is "involuntary" when
"the exposure occurs as an unavoidable consequence
of breathing in a smoke-filled environment" (p. 87). The
report covered exposures and potential health consequences of involuntary smoking, and the researchers
concluded that smoking on buses and airplanes was
annoying to nonsmokers and that involuntary smoking had potentially adverse consequences for persons
with heart and lung diseases. Two studies on nicotine
concentrations in nonsmokers raised concerns about
nicotine as a contributing factor to atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease in nonsmokers.
The 1979 Surgeon General's report, S111oJ...-iug
a11d Health: A Report of tile Surgeon General (USDHEW
1979), also contained a chapter entitled "Involuntary
Smoking." The chapter stressed that "attention to
involuntary smoking is of recent vintage, and only
limited information regarding the health effects of

such exposure upon the nonsmoker is available"
(p. 11-35). The chapter concluded with recommendations for research including epidemiologic and
clinical studies. The 1982 Surgeon General's
report specifically addressed smoking and cancer
(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
[USDHHS] 1982). By 1982, there were three published
epidemiologic studies on involuntary smoking and
lung cancer, and the 1982 Surgeon General's report
included a brief chapter on this topic. That chapter
commented on the methodologic difficulties inherent
in such studies, including exposure assessment, the
lengthy interval during which exposures are likely
to be relevant, and accounting for exposures to other
carcinogens. Nonetheless, the report concluded that
"Although the currently available evidence is not sufficient to conclude that passive or involuntary smoking
causes lung cancer in nonsmokers, the evidence does
raise concern about a possible serious public health
problem" (p. 251).
Involuntary smoking was also reviewed in the
1984 report, which focused on chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease and smoking (USDHHS 1984).
Chapter 7 (Passive Smoking) of that report included
a comprehensive review of the mounting information
on smoking by parents and the effects on respiratory
health of their children, data on irritation of the eye,
and the more limited evidence on pulmonary effects
of involuntary smoking on adults. The chapter began
with a compilation of measurements of tobacco smoke
components in various indoor environments. The
extent of the data had increased substantially since
1972. By 1984, the data included measurements of
more specific indicators such as acrolein and nicotine,
and less specific indicators such as particulate matter
(PM), nitrogen oxides, and CO. The report reviewed
new evidence on exposures of nonsmokers using biomarkers, with substantial information on levels of
cotinine, a major nicotine metabolite. The report anticipated future conclusions with regard to respiratory
effects of parental smoking on child respiratory health
(Table 1.1).
Involuntary smoking was the topic for the entire
1986 Surgeon General's report, TI1e Healtl1 Collsequellces of l11volu11tan; SmoJ...-ing (USDHHS 1986). In its
359 pages, the report covered the full breadth of the
topic, addressing toxicology and dosimetry of tobacco
smoke; the relevant evidence on active smoking;
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Table 1.1

')

Conclusions from previous Surgeon General's reports on the health effects of secondhand
smoke exposure

Disease and statement

)

Coronary heart disease: 'The presence of such levels" as found in cigarettes "indicates that
the effect of exposure to carbon monoxide may on occasion, depending upon the length
of exposure, be sufficient to be harmful to the health of an exposed person. This would be
particularly significant for people who are already suffering from ... coronary heart disease."

Surgeon General's
report

1972

(p. 7)

Chronic respiratory symptoms (adults): "The presence of such levels" as found in cigarettes
"indicates that the effect of exposure to carbon monoxide may on occasion, depending
upon the length of exposure, be sufficient to be harmful to the health of an exposed person.
This would be particularly significant for people who are already suffering from chronic
bronchopulmonary disease...." (p. 7)

1972

Pulmonary function: "Other components of tobacco smoke, such as particulate matter and
the oxides of nitrogen, have been shown in various concentrations to affect adversely animal
pulmonary... function. The extent of the contributions of these substances to illness in humans
exposed to the concentrations present in an atmosphere contaminated with tobacco smoke is
not presently known." (pp. 7-8)

1972

Asthma: 'The limited existing data yield conflicting results concerning the relationship
between passive smoke exposure and pulmonary function changes in patients with asthma."

1984

(p. 13)

Bronchitis and pneumonia: "The children of smoking parents have an increased prevalence of
reported respiratory symptoms, and have an increased frequency of bronchitis and pneumonia
early in life." (p. 13)

1984

Pulmonary function (children): "The children of smoking parents appear to have measurable
but small differences in tests of pulmonary function when compared with children of
nonsmoking parents. The significance of this finding to the future development of lung disease
is unknown." (p. 13)

1984

Pulmonary function (adults): " ...some studies suggest that high levels of involuntary
[tobacco) smoke exposure might produce small changes in pulmonary function in normal
subjects .... Two studies have reported differences in measures of lung function in older
populations between subjects chronically exposed to involuntary smoking and those who were
not. This difference was not found in a younger and possibly less exposed population." (p. 13)

1984

Acute respiratory infections: "The children of parents who smoke have an increased
frequency of a variety of acute respiratory illnesses and infections, including chest illnesses
before 2 years of age and physician-diagnosed bronchitis, tracheitis, and laryngitis, when
compared with the children of nonsmokers." (p. 13)

1986

Bronchitis and pneumonia: "The children of parents who smoke have an increased frequency
of hospitalization for bronchitis and pneumonia during the first year of life when compared
with the children of nonsmokers." (p. 13)

1986

Cancers other than lung: "The associations between cancers, other than cancer of the lung,
and involuntary smoking require further investigation before a determination can be made
about the relationship of involuntary smoking to these cancers." (p. 14)

1986

Cardiovascular disease: "Further studies on the relationship between involuntary smoking
and cardiovascular disease arc needed in order to determine whether involuntary smoking
increases the risk of cardiovascular disease." (p. 14)

1986
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Table 1.1

Continued

Disease and statement

Surgeon General's
report

Chronic cough and phlegm (children): "Chronic cough and phlegm are more frequent in
children whose parents smoke compared with children of nonsmokers." (p. 13)

1986

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD): "Healthy adults exposed to environmental
tobacco smoke may have small changes on pulmonary function testing, but are unlikely
to experience clinically significant deficits in pulmonary function as a result of exposure to
environmental tobacco smoke alone." (pp. 13-14)

1986

"The implications of chronic respiratory symptoms for respiratory health as an adult are
unknown and deserve further study." (p. 13)
Lung cancer: "Involuntary smoking can cause lung cancer in nonsmokers." (p. 13)

1986

Middle ear effusions: "A number of studies report that chronic middle ear effusions are more
common in young children whose parents smoke than in children of nonsmoking parents."

1986

(p. 14)

Pulmonary function (children): "The children of parents who smoke have small differences in
tests of pulmonary function when compared with the children of nonsmokers. Although this
decrement is insufficient to cause S}mptoms, the possibility that it may increase susceptibility
to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease with exposure to other agents in adult life, e.g., [sic]
active smoking or occupational exposures, needs investigation." (p. 13)
Other:
"An atmosphere contaminated with tobacco smoke can contribute to the discomfort of many
individuals." (p. 7)
"Cigarette smoke can make a significant, measurable contribution to the level of indoor air
pollution at levels of smoking and ventilation that are common in the indoor environment."

1986

1972
1984

(p. 13)

"Cigarette smoke in the air can produce an increase in both subjective and objective measures
of eye irritation." (p. 13)

1984

"Nonsmokers who report exposure to environmental tobacco smoke have higher levels of
urinary cotinine, a metabolite of nicotine, than those who do not report such exposure." (p. 13)

1984

"The simple separation of smokers and nonsmokers within the same air space may reduce, but
does not eliminate, the exposure of nonsmokers to environmental tobacco smoke." (p. 13)

1986

"Validated questionnaires are needed for the assessment of recent and remote exposure to
environmental tobacco smoke in the home, workplace, and other environments." (p. 14)

1986

Sources: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 1972; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 1984,

1986.
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patterns of exposure of nonsmokers to tobacco smoke;
the epidemiologic evidence on involuntary smoking
and disease risks for infants, children, and adults; and
policies to control involuntary exposure to tobacco
smoke. That report concluded that involuntary smoking caused lung cancer in lifetime nonsmoking adults
and was associated with adverse effects on respiratory
health in children. The report also stated that simply
separating smokers and nonsmokers within the same
airspace reduced but did not eliminate exposure to
secondhand smoke. All of these findings are relevant
to public health and public policy (Table 1.1). The lung
cancer conclusion was based on extensive information already available on the carcinogenicity of active
smoking, the qualitative similarities between secondhand and mainstream smoke, the uptake of tobacco
smoke components by nonsmokers, and the epidemiologic data on involuntary smoking. The three major
conclusions of the report (Table 1.2), led Dr. C. Everett Koop, Surgeon General at the time, to comment in
his preface that "the right of smokers to smoke ends
where their behavior affects the health and well-being
of others; furthermore, it is the smokers' responsibility to ensure that they do not expose nonsmokers to
the potential [sic] harmful effects of tobacco smoke"
(USDHHS 1986, p. xii).
Two other reports published in 1986 also reached
the conclusion that involuntary smoking increased
the risk for lung cancer. The International Agency
for Research on Cancer (!ARC) of the World Health
Organization concluded that "passive smoking gives
rise to some risk of cancer" (IARC 1986, p. 314).
In its monograph on tobacco smoking, the agency
supported this conclusion on the basis of the characteristics of sidestream and mainstream smoke, the
absorption of tobacco smoke materials during an
involuntary exposure, and the nature of dose-response

Table 1.2

relationships for carcinogenesis. In the same year, the
National Research Council (NRC) also concluded
that involuntary smoking increases the incidence of
lung cancer in nonsmokers (NRC 1986). In reaching
this conclusion, the NRC report cited the biologic
plausibility of the association between exposure to
secondhand smoke and Iung cancer and the supporting
epidemiologic evidence. On the basis of a pooled
analysis of the epidemiologic data adjusted for bias,
the report concluded that the best estimate= for thP
excess risk of lung cancer in nonsmokers married to
smokers was 25 percent, compared with nonsmokers married to nonsmokers. With regard to the effects
of involuntary smoking on children, the NRC report
commented on the literature linking secondhand
smoke exposures from parental smoking to increased
risks for respiratory symptoms and infections and to a
slightly diminished rate of lung growth.
Since 1986, the conclusions with regard to both the
carcinogenicity of secondhand smoke and the adverse
effects of parental smoking on the health of children
have been echoed and expanded (Table 1.3). In 1992,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published its risk assessment of secondhand smoke as a carcinogen (USEPA 1992). The agency's evaluation drew
on toxicologic information on secondhand smoke and
the extensive literature on active smoking. A comprehensive meta-analysis of the 31 epidemiologic studies of secondhand smoke and lung cancer publisheci
up to that time was central to the decision to classify
secondhand smoke as a group A carcinogen-namely,
a known human carcinogen. Estimates of approxi- ·
mately 3,000 U.S. lung cancer deaths per year in nonsmokers were attributed to secondhand smoke. The
report also covered other respiratory health effects in
children and adults and concluded that involuntary
smoking is causally associated with several adverse

Major conclusions of the 1986 Surgeon General's report, The Health Consequences of Involuntary
Smoking

1. Involuntary smoking is a cause of disease, including lung cancer, in healthy nonsmokers.

2. The children of parents who smoke compared with the children of nonsmoking parents have an increased frequency
of respiratory infections, increased respiratory symptoms, and slightly smaller rates of increase in lung function as the
lung matures.
3. The simple separation of smokers and nonsmokers within the same air space may reduce, but does not eliminate, the
exposure of nonsmokers to environmental tobacco smoke.

0

Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 1986, p. 7.
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